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ABSTRACT
Prototype Waveform Coding is one of the most promising methods for speech 
coding at low bit rates over telecommunications networks. This thesis 
investigates quantisation mechanisms in Multi-Prototype Waveform (MPW) 
coding, and two prototype waveform quantisation algorithms for speech 
coding at bit rates of 2.4kb/s are proposed. Speech coders based on these 
algorithms have been found to be capable of producing coded speech with 
equivalent perceptual quality to that generated by the US 1016 Federal 
Standard CELP-4.8kb/s algorithm.
The two proposed prototype waveform quantisation algorithms are based on 
Prototype Waveform Interpolation (PWI). The first algorithm is in an open 
loop architecture (Open Loop Quantisation). In this algorithm, the speech 
residual is represented as a series of prototype waveforms (PWs). The PWs are 
extracted in both voiced and unvoiced speech, time aligned and quantised and, 
at the receiver, the excitation is reconstructed by smooth interpolation between 
them. For low bit rate coding, the PW is decomposed into a slowly evolving 
waveform (SEW) and a rapidly evolving waveform (REW). The SEW is coded 
using vector quantisation on both magnitude and phase spectra. The SEW 
codebook search is based on the best matching of the SEW and the SEW 
codebook vector. The REW phase spectra is not quantised, but it is recovered 
using Gaussian noise. The REW magnitude spectra, on the other hand, can be 
either quantised with a certain update rate or only derived according to SEW 
behaviours.
Ill
The second prototype waveform quantisation algorithm is designed in an 
analysis-by-synthesis architecture (Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation). The 
aim of this algorithm is to improve the Open Loop algorithm. In this technique, 
the SEW codebook search is based on matching the incoming PW and the 
candidate PW, which has been constructed from the SEW codebook vector. 
For the codebook search, the PWs are represented either in the residual 
domain or in the speech domain, thus a perceptual synthesis filter can be used 
for speech quality enhancement. For quantisation, rather than decomposing the 
PW into a SEW and a REW, the Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation considers 
that the PW can be constructed from a SEW and a REW. This quantisation is, 
therefore, advantageous over the Open Loop Quantisation in terms of 
perceptual quality, the use of SEW codebooks and other applications.
Both quantisation algorithms were tested along with the US 1016 Federal 
Standard CELP-4.8kb/s using the Mean Opinion Score measure. The test 
results show that the speech coded by the new technique is equivalent or better 
than that generated by the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s.
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Glossary of Acronyms
The following acronyms are used throughout this thesis:
A-by-S Analysis-by-Synthesis
Av. SNR Average Signal-to-Noise Ratio
CELP Code Excited Linear Prediction
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
FIR Finite Impulse Response
HR Infinite Impulse Response
LBG Linde Buzo Gray
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
LP Linear Prediction
LSF Line Spectral Frequency
LTP Long Term Prediction
MOS Mean Opinion Score
MPW Multi-Prototype Waveform
PW Prototype Waveform
PWI Prototype Waveform Interpolation
Q. Amp Quantisation Amplitude
RELP Residual Excited Linear Prediction
REW Rapidly Evolving Waveform
SA Simulated Annealing
SD Spectral Distortion
Seg. SNR Segmental Signal-to-Noise Ratio
SEW Slowly Evolving Waveform
SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio
VI
SQ Scalar Quantisation (Quantiser)
TIMIT Texas Instruments Massachusetts Institute
of Technology Speech Database
VQ Vector Quantisation (Quantiser)
WI Waveform Interpolation
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
Over the last several years, considerable research has been undertaken in the 
area of speech coding. In particular, research has focussed on low bit rate 
speech coding techniques for telecommunications, especially, for digital 
mobile radio satellite communication systems. The rapid increase in the 
number of subscribers is providing demand for higher capacity in digital 
mobile systems. To cater for this, telecommunication groups in America, 
Europe and Japan have been trying to establish new digital mobile 
communication standards with greater capacity than the current systems. Due 
to the limited bandwidth available, the aim, generally, is to halve the current 
transmission rate of each channel, while still achieving equal or better 
performance. Recent advancements in Digital Signal Processing (DSP) devices 
have provided the basis for digital speech coding, both in terms of new 
algorithm research and practical implementation. Thus, new low bit rate 
speech coding algorithms, even very complex algorithms, can be efficiently 
realised and catering for the demands of the new digital mobile systems has 
become realistic.
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1.1 Speech Coding Techniques
Speech coding techniques, historically, have classified speech coders into two 
types, that is, vocoders and waveform coders [1]. Vocoders are designed using 
the basic models of speech production and speech perception. In these coders, 
perceptual parameters of input speech are extracted and then used for 
reconstruction of the speech. Waveform coders, on the other hand, quantise 
the speech ‘waveform’ and attempt to reproduce the original waveform of 
input speech. Compared to waveform coders, vocoders are much more 
dependent on the speech production model, however, they can produce good 
quality speech at lower bit rates than waveform coders.
Residual Excited Linear Predictive (RELP) coding, Code Excited Linear 
Predictive (CELP) coding [2,3] and Linear Predictive (LP) coding all belong to 
the group of vocoding techniques. RELP based coders [4,5] are typically 
capable of providing high quality speech at bit rates below 16kb/s. Coders 
operating at these rates are widely used for applications such as digital 
cellular, aeronautical, maritime and military communications [6]. Currently, 
CELP coders such as the US Federal Standard 1016 can generate good 
communication quality speech at rates of 4.8kb/s [7,8], while the speech 
quality of the 2.4kb/s LPC-10 coder [9] is poor and lacks naturalness. The later 
is thus used for certain military purposes only.
Frequency domain coders, of which the common coding algorithms are 
transform coding and sub-band coding, are one class of waveform coder. 
Transform coders analyse and decompose short segments of input speech into 
a number of frequency components [10]. The resulting frequency components 
can be effectively quantised using an adaptive bit allocation scheme. 
Transform based coders [11], generally, achieve high quality speech at a 
medium rate of approximately 16kb/s. In sub-band coders, the input speech 
spectrum is divided into a set of contiguous sub-bands by means of filtering
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[10]. A key to achieving high quality in sub-band coding is a dynamic bit 
allocation scheme for the sub-band outputs. Sub-band coders, like transform 
coders, can produce good communication quality speech at medium rates such 
as 8kb/s [12], above 7kb/s [13], and 6.4kb/s [14].
Sinusoidal transform coding is another example of the transform coding 
technique. Sinusoidal transform based coders [15-17] have been developed 
over the past few years, and have shown an ability to produce good quality 
speech at rates from 2.4kb/s to 4.8kb/s.
Currently, the CELP algorithm is the basis for many speech coding standards. 
The main issue is the demand for speech quality versus bit rate. In low bit rate 
speech coding, this requirement appears to be met by the CELP algorithm 
[18]. At a rate of 4.8kb/s the CELP algorithm can provide near-toll quality 
speech. However, as the bit rate is lowered, the coded speech becomes poor 
and unnatural. The main reason for this is the lack of natural periodicity of the 
excitation, which is derived from an adaptive codebook and from a Gaussian 
codebook. New approaches for low bit rate coding have thus been 
concentrated in two areas [18]:
• enhancing the CELP algorithm, and
• creating new algorithms.
In the last few years there have been a number of contributions to both areas. 
In the first area, research has mainly concentrated on increasing the degree of 
periodicity of excitation by separating voiced and unvoiced codebooks. A 
voiced codebook is designed as a trained codebook or an impulsive codebook 
for voiced frames, while in unvoiced frames a Gaussian codebook is used [19­
22].
A major contribution to the second area has come from the research on 
extracting prototype waveforms and interpolating between them [23]. Such an
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approach can overcome the problems of CELP and can produce high quality 
speech at very low rates. Unlike ordinary waveform coders (either transform 
or sub-band coders), prototype waveform coders represent input speech (or the 
residual) as a series of prototype waveforms. In other words, speech (or the 
residual) can be described as a two-dimensional signal; one axis is time where 
the prototype waveform evolves and the other describes the prototype 
waveform shape.
This thesis investigates the prototype waveform coding approach. The aim is 
to find speech coding algorithms at rates of 2.4kb/s which can produce coded 
speech with quality at least equal to that of the 4.8kb/s CELP algorithm.
1.2 Contributions and Publications
The original contributions of this thesis can be briefly described as follows:
1) A new algorithm for Multi-Prototype Waveform (MPW) coding in an open 
loop architecture (MPW Open Loop Quantisation). The algorithm is based 
on exploiting the natural periodic property of the speech, and the prototype 
waveform decomposition. Two different MPW coders operating at 2.4kb/s 
have been developed as a result of this algorithm (Chapter 4).
2) A new algorithm for Multi-Prototype Waveform coding in an analysis-by­
synthesis architecture (MPW Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation). The 
algorithm makes improvements to the MPW Open Loop Quantisation. On 
the basis of this algorithm four different 2.4kb/s MPW Analysis-by­
Synthesis coders have been developed (Chapter 5).
3) A codebook solution for quantising prototype waveforms is introduced. 
Based on this, 8 bit SEW codebooks and 5 bit REW/Error codebooks have 
been designed (Chapter 4).
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Publications arising from the work described in this thesis are as follows:
1. D.H. Pham and I.S. Burnett, “Quantisation Techniques for Prototype 
Waveforms”, IEEE International Symposium on Signal Processing and its 
Applications, Gold Coast, Australia, 1996.
2. A paper preliminarily entitled: “Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation 
Techniques for Prototype Waveforms”, is also being submitted to the IEEE 
International Conference on Acoustic, Speech and Signal Processing, 
Munich, Germany, 1997.
1.3 Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 reviews current low bit rate 
speech issues and provides an introduction to the work of this thesis. Chapter 3 
presents the basics of Prototype Waveform Coding. Chapter 4 proposes two 
prototype waveform quantisation schemes in an open loop architecture 
operating at bit rates of 2.4 kb/s. The chapter also describes the codebook 
solution design for prototype waveforms and Line Spectral Frequencies. 
Chapter 5 presents a second coding algorithm using an analysis-by-synthesis 
technique. The operation as well as the advantages of this technique over the 
open loop quantisation technique are discussed. The experimental tests of the 
first and the second coding algorithm are performed using the Mean Opinion 
Score criterion (MOS) and compared with the US 1016 Federal Standard 
CELP-4.8kb/s. These tests are presented in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. 
Finally, Chapter 6 presents conclusions drawn from the work described in this 
thesis. As a result, possible future work is suggested. This is expected to lead 
to further improvements in prototype waveform coding algorithms.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter discusses the main issues and design aspects of the speech coding 
techniques presented in this thesis. As mentioned in the previous chapter, 
many current low bit rate speech coding applications use CELP based 
algorithms. It is, thus, worth reviewing this speech coding algorithm to 
highlight critical issues in current speech coding techniques. Consequently, the 
various approaches of documented prototype waveform coding techniques are 
presented. Finally some aspects such as vector quantisation and quality 
measurements for speech coding are considered.
2.1 CELP Coding Technique
Code-Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) has been a widely used speech coding 
technique since the late 1980s. Good quality speech can be obtained at bit 
rates above 4.8kb/s, however, as the bit rates are lowered the speech quality 
degrades rapidly.
In CELP, the speech is coded with an analysis-by-synthesis procedure of 
speech waveform matching on a frame-by-frame basis. Exploiting the masking 
properties of human hearing, CELP uses a perceptual weighting function for
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improving subjective quality. The excitation for the synthesis filter is derived 
as a sum of two gain-scaled vectors [2]. One vector is chosen from an adaptive 
codebook which contains the past excitation [24]. Thus the adaptive codebook 
vector produces long term periodicity by repeating sections of the past 
excitation for the present sub-frame. The second vector is taken from a fixed 
stochastic codebook. The codebook searching algorithm for the two vector 
codebooks is performed by minimising the perceptually-weighted error 
between the original and reconstructed speech [2]. The basic structure of the 
US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s [7,8] can be described by the block 
diagram shown in Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1 Standard CELP Architecture (based on [7,8])
The components of the coder are an LPC analysis filter, A(z), a perceptually- 
weighted LPC synthesis filter, l /A(z/y),  an adaptive codebook, and a
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stochastic fixed codebook. The Federal Standard 1016 Coder uses 30ms 
frames containing 240 speech samples at a sampling rate of 8kHz. For each 
frame, the 10th order LPC parameters are estimated using the autocorrelation 
method (either the Levinson-Durbin [25] or the Schur [26] recursion 
algorithm). These parameters are coded using Line Spectral Frequencies 
(LSFs) [27]. The frames are divided into 4 sub-frames, each of length 60 
samples (or 7.5ms). For every sub-frame both adaptive and fixed codebook 
search are performed. The adaptive codebook’s length is 256 vectors 
(corresponding to 128 noninteger delays and 128 integer delays), and the fixed 
codebook contains 512 Gaussian codewords with an overlap of 2 [28-30]. The 
adaptive codebook contains the history of the residual and can be regarded as a 
sample based shift storage register [31].
A bit allocation for the Federal Standard 1016 CELP coder [29,32] is 
presented in Table 2.1. In this scheme, 138 bits, plus a number of other 
supplementary bits (1 bit for synchronisation, 4 bits for error correction, and 1 
bit for future expansion) are needed. The total 144 bits per 30ms frame is 
equivalent to 4.8kb/s.
Parameter Bits/subframe Bits/frame
LSFs (FS 1016 scheme) - 34
Adaptive codebook index (8-H5+8+6) 28
Adaptive codebook gain 5 (4) 20
Fixed codebook index 9 (4) 36
Fixed codebook gain 5 (4) 20
Total bits 26(4) 138
Table 2.1 Bit Allocation for the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s
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In alternative CELP schemes, the bit rate is varied by varying the frame size, 
the codebook size, or changing the bit allocation plan of the coder. Good 
speech quality can be obtained at bit rates above 4.8kb/s, but, as the bit rate is 
lowered, the speech quality as well as its naturalness decrease rapidly [33]. 
For lower bit rate coding, the frame and sub-frame sizes are larger, the 
stochastic codebook size is smaller and the adaptive and fixed gains are 
quantised more coarsely. This leads to a reduction in the ability to produce 
periodic excitation in the coders. As the fixed codebook size is reduced the 
fluctuations in the spectrum of the coded speech increase [22].
In short, the problems of CELP at low rates are mainly caused by the 
increasing inaccuracy in the waveform matching and the lack of an accurate 
degree of periodicity in the voiced speech signal [34].
2.2 Prototype Waveform Coding Technique
Due to the limitation of CELP coding at low bit rates, there has been much 
interest in finding alternative coding algorithms. In recent years, several 
techniques have been proposed. Prototype waveform coding is one technique. 
It exploits the periodic property of the speech signal by extracting pitch cycle 
waveforms and interpolating between them. This approach leads to two main 
issues:
• how to code the extracted pitch cycle waveforms, and
• how to interpolate them.
While the second issue is the basis for prototype waveform coding, the first 
issue can be considered as the key to achieving high quality speech at low bit 
rates. New prototype waveform based coding methods were implemented in 
the time domain, the frequency domain or the mixed domain. Generally, they
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can be classified into two different coding modes: multi-mode coding and 
single mode coding.
2.2.1 Multi-Mode Coding
In this speech coding method, the periodicity of the speech signal was 
exploited to code the voiced speech, while unvoiced speech was coded using 
another technique such as CELP, employing only a fixed codebook search.
The first significant publication on prototype waveform coding was the 
technique proposed by Kleijn [34]. In this paper, the author described voiced 
speech as a quasi-periodic signal which is a concatenation of pitch cycle 
waveforms or prototype waveforms (PWs). Voiced speech signals can be 
coded at low bit rates by extracting and coding the PWs. At the receiver, the 
speech can be recovered by continuous interpolation between these PWs. 
Based on this principle, he proposed a technique called Prototype Waveform 
Interpolation (PWI). The coding algorithm operated in the DFT domain 
because of certain computational advantages over time domain techniques. 
The proposed coders [34-36] coded voiced and unvoiced speech signals 
separately. The voiced speech was coded by the PWI technique and the 
unvoiced speech using the CELP algorithm. Since the PWs are slowly 
evolving signals, it is possible to downsample to one PW per frame of 20- 
30ms, and hence low bit rate coding can be achieved. The downsampled PWs 
can be quantised using vector quantisation. At the decoder, the voiced speech 
signal can be reconstructed by interpolation from a sequence of the quantised 
PWs. This coder was reported to be capable of producing excellent voiced 
speech quality at rates between 3.0 and 4.0kb/s.
Based on the PWI technique [34], Burnett and Holbeche [37] developed a low 
bit rate coder wherein different quantisation techniques for the prototype 
waveform were investigated. Their coder also quantised voiced speech using
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the PWI technique, and unvoiced speech using CELP without an adaptive 
codebook search.
High complexity due to the use of stochastic codebooks and the DFT domain 
operation is one of the significant drawbacks of the coder proposed by Kleijn 
[34-36]. Consistent with the technique proposed by Kleijn [34], Yang, et.al. 
[33] proposed a coding method which employs the majority of the bits to 
encode a part of the voiced waveform and uses a forward and backward 
waveform prediction technique to reconstruct the complete voiced signal at the 
decoder. In an attempt to overcome the complexity of Kleijn’s coder, this 
coder was designed to operate in the time domain. This technique was only 
used for coding voiced speech frames. Unvoiced frames were coded using the 
CELP algorithm (again, without an adaptive codebook search). In fact, this 
algorithm did not extract the whole pitch cycle waveform for coding, it 
exploited the periodicity of the speech signal for both backward and forward 
prediction. Partial voiced speech waveforms in each frame are encoded, and 
the complete voiced speech waveform of the whole frame recovered by means 
of backward and forward prediction (i.e., waveform interpolation). The 
method was reported to be capable of producing high quality voiced speech at 
rates between 3.0 and 4.0kb/s. In terms of complexity, this method had 
advantages in comparison with those operating in the frequency domain. 
However, in this method it is easy to have discontinuities at boundary points 
of the prediction.
Tang and Cheetham [38] described a method for low bit rate speech coding 
based on the PWI technique proposed by Kleijn [34]. Aimed at reducing the 
computational complexity, this paper suggested a prototype waveform coding 
technique using variable frame lengths. Each frame can contain an integer 
number of pitch periods. As a result, the time alignment between prototype 
waveforms can be eliminated, and the computational complexity can be
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reduced. However, control of the bit rate of the coder proved to be a serious 
problem. Further work on this technique has remained unreported.
Tanaka and Kimura [39] introduced a speech coding technique using a two 
dimensional Fourier transform to code pitch waveforms of the residual signal. 
This technique was aimed at solving a problem with Kleijn’s technique [34], 
in that the coded speech can deteriorate when using a long interpolation frame 
or a short pitch waveform. The basic idea of the new technique was that each 
frame of voiced speech residual should be regarded as a sequence of pitch 
waveforms. By circular shifting and zero padding, the pitch waveforms are 
maximally aligned, and have the same length. Then the residual frame can be 
considered as a matrix of these pitch waveforms. A Fourier transform of the 
matrix was performed by means of a one-dimensional transform on the 
columns and the rows sequentially. Only the low transition frequency 
components were transmitted. Because of the periodic property of the voiced 
residual signal, most of the energy is concentrated in the low transitional 
frequency band in the two-dimensional transform domain [39]. Due to the high 
computational and memory requirements of this technique, Tanaka and 
Kimura proposed an alternative method which involved a combination the two 
dimensional Fourier transform and waveform interpolation. Furthermore, they 
also introduced a multi-band approach to the two-dimensional transformation 
technique. These proposed techniques were also used only for voiced speech, 
and were combined with CELP for unvoiced speech.
Shoham [18] suggested a speech coding technique at bit rates between 2.4 and 
4.0kb/s based on time frequency interpolation (TFI). The technique coded 
voiced speech and unvoiced speech separately. Similar to the coding 
techniques discussed previously, voiced speech was coded using the time 
frequency interpolation technique, while CELP was used for coding unvoiced 
speech. The time-frequency interpolation scheme exploited the periodic
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feature of the speech to apply the DFT to approximately pitch size segments of 
the residual signal. Magnitude and phase spectra of the DFT signal were 
separated, and then vector quantised using a weighted variable-size, multi­
stage, predictive vector quantiser. This algorithm generates good quality 
speech, however, it is empirical [18] and the coding algorithm is sophisticated.
In these techniques, reportedly, high voiced speech quality can be obtained at 
bit rates less than 4.0kb/s, however, the voiced and unvoiced speech were 
coded using different mechanisms. The unvoiced speech was still coded by the 
CELP algorithm without an adaptive codebook. This coding method may lead 
to discontinuities in the reconstructed speech at the boundaries between voiced 
sections and unvoiced sections [40,41].
2.2.2 Single Mode Coding
For higher efficiency prototype waveform coding, Kleijn and Haagen [42] 
introduced a new waveform interpolation method which extracts prototype 
waveforms at a high rate during both voiced and unvoiced speech. In this 
algorithm, the speech signal is considered as a sequence of Characteristic 
Waveforms (CWs) or Prototype Waveforms (PWs). The characteristic 
waveform is decomposed into a Slowly Evolving Waveform (SEW) and a 
Rapidly Evolving Waveform (REW). The SEW represents quasi periodic 
components of speech, and dominates during voiced speech segments. The 
REW is noise-like, and dominates during unvoiced speech segments. Because 
of their different properties, the two PW components, the REW and SEW, can 
be quantised separately and a high coding efficiency can be obtained.
On the basis of this algorithm, Kleijn and Haagen [40,43] proposed a 
Prototype Waveform coder operating at a bit rate of 2.4kb/s. Basically, the 
coder extracted the PWs and interpolated between them in the DFT domain. 
The extracted PWs (at an update rate of 480Hz) were normalised and
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decomposed into a SEW and REW by means of a low-pass filter and high-pass 
filter respectively. The SEWs were downsampled to 40Hz (i.e., one SEW per 
frame). The phase and magnitude spectra of the SEW were separated for 
quantisation. The coder employed a 7 bit vector quantiser to quantise the SEW 
magnitude spectra. The SEW phase spectra is not quantised, but it is inferred 
from the transmitted REW parameters [43]. The REWs were downsampled to 
240Hz (i.e., 6 REW per frame) and then separated into REW phase and REW 
magnitude spectra. The REW magnitude spectra can be quantised using 3 bits 
(8 shapes). The REW phase spectra is noise-like, so it was not quantised. At 
the receiver, the complete PW was recovered using the transmitted REW and 
SEW parameters in combination with a new random phase for each REW and 
based on the assumption that the magnitude spectra of a normalised PW is 
approximately flat and unity. The performance of this coder was at least 
equivalent to the 4.8kb/s US 1016 Federal Standard [43]. It should be noted 
that this work was published concurrently with the work being undertaken in 
this thesis.
Consistent with the algorithm proposed by Kleijn and Haagen [42], Burnett 
and Bradley [41] suggested a Multi-Prototype Waveform (MPW) coding 
technique. In this technique, ten prototype waveforms (PWs) were extracted 
every frame. The extracted PWs were then normalised and decomposed into 
the SEW and the REW in a similar way to that described by Kleijn. In this 
scheme, the REW was quantised with either an open-loop or a closed loop 
architecture [41]. The SEW was not quantised (a simple model was used) and 
at the receiver, the PW was recovered by using the transmitted REW to 
reconstruct the complete PW. At a bit rate of 2.84kb/s this coder was reported 
to be capable of producing good quality speech. In this method, these authors 
also investigated defining the SEW in a slightly different way to that used by 
Kleijn and Haagen [42], such that it was considered as a ‘mean’ PW of the ten 
extracted PWs in every frame [41,44].
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Due to certain complexities in the coder reported in [40] and [43], Kleijn, et.al. 
introduced a new prototype waveform coder [45] with less complexity. The 
new prototype waveform coder was similar to the former, but it had a number 
of new features for complexity reduction and speech quality improvement. 
These features: Spectral Colouring and Fast Synthesis using Cubic Splines, 
were included in the decoder. The Spectral Colouring was performed by 
multiplying the DFT coefficients with the combined transfer function of the 
all-pole LP synthesis filter and the pole-zero postfilter. This publication was 
concurrent with the time this thesis was being completed.
2.3 Thesis Objectives
Exploiting the periodic property of the speech signal by extracting prototype 
waveforms (PWs) and smoothly interpolating between them is currently 
proving a suitable method for coding speech at low bit rates. The 
decomposition of PWs into a slowly evolving waveform (SEW) and a rapidly 
evolving waveform (REW) has been found to be an effective method for 
quantising the PWs. This method can be used for coding voiced, unvoiced 
speech and also background noise [42]. It is, thus, an improvement over the 
multi-mode coders. Another idea, the definition of the SEW as a mean 
prototype waveform [41,44] is one of the areas being investigated in this 
thesis.
Having investigated the literature, this thesis researches low bit rate speech 
coding methods based on exploiting the periodic property of speech and the 
REW/SEW decomposition paradigm [41,42]. As previously discussed, there 
are two issues in prototype waveform coding techniques: how to quantise 
prototype waveforms and how to interpolate between them. As reported in the 
literature [34-37,40-45], although there is a certain computational complexity, 
interpolation of the PWs is still best performed in the DFT domain. This thesis
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uses the results obtained and concentrates on quantisation techniques for 
prototype waveforms. Since the majority of operations are performed in the 
DFT domain, quantisation is also examined in that domain.
In the DFT domain, or generally in the transform domain, it is effective to 
quantise the transform coefficients by vector quantisation (VQ) rather than 
scalar quantisation (SQ) [46]. Further, with a fixed coding rate, the 
performance of VQ is always better than that of SQ [47]. Chang, et.al. [46] 
also show that in the transform domain each sample depends on many other 
samples in the original domain, thus VQ can provide better performance than 
that of SQ. Moreover, VQ [52] of the speech waveform in the DFT domain 
provides distinctively better subjective quality than VQ of the speech 
waveform in the original domain [46]. Because of these advantages, this thesis 
uses VQ for the purpose of coding the prototype waveforms at low bit rates. 
The vector quantisation techniques are now reviewed.
2.4 Vector Quantisation
This section considers the main issues in VQ techniques which will be related 
to the prototype waveform quantisation and the quantisation of other 
parameters such as Line Spectrum Frequencies.
VQ [48,49] is a quantisation process wherein a comparison between an input 
signal block of pre-determined size (a vector) and a pre-determined set of 
vectors (a codebook) is performed. The comparison can be in the form of a 
Mean Squared Error measure, or Weighted Mean Squared Error measure [50]. 
The best matching codebook vector is chosen and its associated index is 
transmitted or stored. At the receiver, the block of signal is reconstructed by 
substituting the transmitted codebook index with its codebook vector.
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2.4.1 Description of Vector Quantisation
In VQ, a data vector of N  dimensions x = {xk , 1 < k < N} is mapped onto an N  
dimensional vector yf = {y*, 1^ k < N) of a pre-determined set 
y = {y,, 1 < i < L). y is termed the codebook which contains L codewords of N  
dimensions. This quantisation can be considered as the N  dimensional space, 
characterised by the N  dimensional vectors x, being partitioned into L cells 
{C,, 1 <i<L}.  Each codeword in the codebook represents one of these cells. 
A data is quantised by the codeword of the cell into which it falls.
q(x) = yt if xe  C,. (2.1)
For the case N - 1, vector quantisation becomes scalar quantisation. In other 
words, scalar quantisation is a special case of vector quantisation.
2.4.2 Distortion Measures
There are many distortion measures proposed in the literature, but the most 
common for convenience of mathematics is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) 
[51]. If the distortion caused by the input vector x and the quantised vector y is 
denoted as d (x, y),
d(x, y) = l | x k- y k||2 . ( 2 .2 )
k=l
Another mean squared error measure is the Weighted Mean Squared Error 
(WMSE):
d(x, y) =
N
- y t
k= 1
(2.3)
where wk is a weighting function which is dependent on the input vector. 
Several distortion measures other than those above, such as Linear Prediction
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Distortion Measure, Perceptually Motivated Distortion Measure [52], have 
also been proposed since the 1980s.
2.4.3 Performance of Vector Quantisation
Shannon’s source coding theorem with a distortion criterion has shown that 
VQ always achieves a better performance than SQ, even when the data is 
memoryless [53]. In fact, performance of a VQ will approach the rate 
distortion limit when the vector lengths tend to infinity [52]. However, VQ can 
achieve optimal performance for fixed codebook size and for very large 
codeword lengths [52]. This property enables high quality coding at low bit 
rates.
To estimate the performance of a VQ, several tools can be used such as the 
rate distortion theory [52-54]. Linde, et.al. [51] used a performance measure 
related to codebook design. This performance measure can be summarised as:
Let y be a VQ (a codebook) which contains L codewords of dimension V, 
y = {y,., 1 < / < L} with y, = [y*, 1 < k < N).  Let z = {zk, 1 < k < N} be a real 
random vector described by a cumulative distribution function 
F(z) = Pr{z* < zk\ l < k  < N}.  Applying the VQ y to the random vector z, the 
performance D(q)of this quantisation is measured as the expected distortion:
D(q) = Ed(z,q(z)) (2.4)
where E  denotes the expectation with respect to the underlying distribution F 
[51]. Let a set of data be x = {x„, n = 0,...,M}, with x n ={xnk, 1 <k<N}} ,  
that is, a sequence of stationary and ergodic vectors. The quantisation 
performance of VQ y when applying to the set of data x will be found as D(q) 
if:
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1 M
lim — #(XJ)  = D(tf) with a probability of one.M — M n=o
(2.5)
Thus, D(q) is regarded as the long run time averaged distortion.
2.4.4 Codebook Design
A quantiser is considered as an optimal (minimum distortion) quantiser if the 
two conditions below are satisfied [52].
The first condition is regarded as the nearest neighbour selection rule, whereby 
the choice of a codeword for an input vector is a result of the minimum 
distortion out of all other codewords in the codebook.
q(x) = yi if d(xf yf) < d(x, y •) f o r j * i ;  \ < j < L .  (2.6)
The second condition is that the choice of codeword y, is such that the average 
distortion in quantising the input vector falling in the cell C, is minimised. 
That is, y. is chosen so as to minimise:
A = X d(x> y,) x G Q- (2-7)
Therefore, y, is termed centroid of the cell C  and is dependent on the 
distortion measure.
2.4.4.1 LEG Codebook Design
Linde, Buzo and Gray [51] extended Lloyds iterative design for a scalar 
quantiser to an algorithm for a vector quantiser, lately named as the LBG 
algorithm. This algorithm has been widely used in the codebook design 
because of its simple and effective properties.
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Applying the two optimality criteria conditions above, the LBG algorithm 
produces a codebook based on a set of training data. The codebook training 
procedure is a process of iterations of four training steps. Details of the 
procedure can be found in the original paper, however, the basis of it is 
described as follows:
(1) Initialisation: Choose an initial codebook by a certain method: 
y = {y,, 1 ^ i ^ L} with y, = {y*, 1 < k < N ) . Set the distortion threshold e.
(2) Classification: the set of training data of length M, are classified into L 
groups of Af, vectors falling in the same cell q , by using the nearest neighbour 
rule (applying Condition 1),
XG q  if d(x, y.)<d(x,  y; ) j * i .  (2.8)
(3) Codehook Updating: Compute the centroid of the training vectors in each 
group. The new centroids now form the new codebook. This step is performed 
by using Condition 2.
y,- = cent(C,.) = - j -  X x 1 < i < L .  (2.9)
M i xg q
(4) Checking fo r termination: The process is repeated from Step 2 until the 
reduction in the overall distortion (compared with the overall distortion at the 
previous iteration) is less than or equal to the distortion threshold £.
The overall average distortion measure can be computed as:
Z>(x,y) = -“ X X ^ ( x» y,-). (2.10)
M  X € C f
This codebook design always guarantees non-increasing overall average 
distortion at each iterations of the training process. Thus, it can provide 
reliable codebooks for many coding applications.
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Initial codebook: An initial codebook can be designed using several 
techniques. The simplest way is to randomly use a part of the training 
sequence as the initial codebook. Alternatively, an initial codebook can be 
designed by means of the splitting technique. Let the codebook needed to be 
trained have L vectors with length of N, this technique is described as follows 
[51,52]:
(1) Set the initial codebook y(0) containing l vectors {yf; 1 < / < /} each has 
length of N: y, = {y*, 1 < k < N).  Note that 1<L. Split each vector y. into two 
closed vectors y,• + e and y,- - e, where e is a fixed perturbation vector. The new 
codebook y(0) contains 21 vectors {y, + e, y, -e , 1 < / </ } .
Replace / by 21. Continue this work until / = L.
(2) If / = L set y(0) = y(0) and halt. y(0) is then the initial codebook for the N  
level quantisation algorithm.
The choice of the vector e and the value / depends on each vector quantiser 
such as the LSF vector quantiser, SEW vector quantiser. Further details about 
this algorithm can be found in the original papers.
2.4.4.2 Codebook Design using Simulated Annealing
The codebook design technique introduced by Flanagan, et.al. [55] is based on 
Simulated Annealing (SA). Like the LBG, the SA algorithm uses Conditions 1 
and 2 as a characterisation.
In the SA algorithm, a set of M  training data x = {xy; 1 < j  < M) wherein 
Xj ={xjk; 1 < k < N)  is partitioned into L subsets S = {S,; 1 < / < L}. Let G be 
an assignment of training data to the subsets S and the codebook be denoted as 
y = {y,; 1 < / <L)  with y, ={y(*; 1 <k<N} .  The average distortion now is 
defined as:
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£>(x, y, = Yi ) (2.11)
M  ,=1 X€
I 12x-y,.| . This distortion is not only a function of the training 
data and the codebook but also of the assignment of training data to subsets. 
Flanagan, et al. [55] showed that if D(x, y, G) is minimised, D(x, y) in 
Equation (2.10) is also minimised, and thus an optimum codebook is obtained. 
Note that in the assignment G, the selected vector does not necessarily have to 
be closest to the code vector. Here an initial codebook is created by 
partitioning the set x of training data into L subsets S^ .S^  Centroids yv ..yL of 
the initial codebook are calculated from the data vectors partitioned in each 
subset. A summary of the SA algorithm is presented below.
(1) Initialisation: Set a distortion threshold e, repetition index k = 0, initial 
temperature parameter To and the optimising control function f(.). The 
assignment G is performed by partitioning the training set x into L subsets 
0Si,...,SL) in a round bin or random fashion. The centroids of the initial 
codebook are formed from the elements in each subset (using Condition 2), 
and is defined as:
y ' M, S i  (2'12)
where Mj is the number of elements in S i .
(2) Codebook Updating: Randomly select a training vector and move it from 
its current subset into a new subset to form a new assignment G'. This 
perturbation of the codebook is completed by calculating the new centroids of 
each new subset according to (2.12) to obtain a new codebook 
y'  — (y,; i < i < L } .
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(3) Codebook Checking: The change in distortion between the old and the new 
codebook is computed:
AD = D(x, y', G ')-D (x , y, G). (2.13)
The perturbation is accepted if
ADITk e * > r (2.14)
where r is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1.
(4) Termination: The process will be repeated from Step 2 by incrementing k 
such that Tk+i = f(Tk) until the distortion is less than or equal to the distortion 
threshold.
This algorithm will converge if the following necessary and sufficient 
condition is satisfied [56]:
lim = « . (2.15)K—>°°k=o
Hence, to converge to a certain value the algorithm requires a large number of 
iterations. The large number of iterations as well as the complexity of 
calculating AD is a problem with this technique. However, Flanagan, et al. 
[55] simplified the AD calculation such that the algorithm can be computed.
So far, two codebook design techniques have been discussed, however, the 
LBG algorithm has been widely used because of its simplicity and low 
complexity. In the work described in this thesis, the LBG is employed for 
designing codebooks for the prototype waveform quantisation. In general, the 
performance of a codebook is dependent on the length and the variety of the 
training data. In other words, the desired codebook should be trained using 
data that are representative of what the VQ meets in actual operation [52]. As 
the length of training data increases, the codebook performance improves.
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However, Makhoul, et.al. [52] showed that if the length of the training data is 
50 times the number of codebook vectors, it is considered sufficient for most 
applications. Sometimes, a ratio as few as 10 can be adequate. On the other 
hand, increasing the variety of training data (for example increasing the 
number of speakers in the training data) rather than increasing the amount of 
one sort of data (for example, the amount of speech from each speaker) can 
provide improved codebook performance [52].
2.4.5 Applications of VQ in Prototype Waveform Quantisation
Vector quantisation can be classified into different types such as memory less 
VQ, feedback VQ, etc., [53]. There are a number of variations in both 
memoryless VQ and feedback VQ. For example, forms of memoryless VQ 
include: Tree-searched VQ, Multi-step VQ, Gain/shape VQ, Separating Mean 
VQ, Lattice VQ [53]. These all have certain advantages in particular 
applications. In this thesis, Gain/shape VQ and Separating Mean VQ are used 
for prototype waveform quantisation. The reasons for this choice are that the 
Gain/shape and Separating Mean VQ are suitable for quantising the PWs and, 
in terms of computational cost and subjective quality, these VQ have benefits 
over ordinary VQ.
2.4.5.1 Gain/shape VQ
In this quantisation technique, a speech waveform is separated into two 
interdependent parts: shape and gain [53]. The shape is regarded as the 
original input signal after normalisation. This can be considered to be the 
extraction of a gain term (power) from the input signal. The shape and the gain 
are quantised separately. The shape can be quantised by VQ, while the gain 
can be easily quantised by SQ. Quantising the PWs by the Gain/shape VQ
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leads to better performance and yields smaller computational complexity than 
an ordinary VQ.
2.4.5.2 Separating Mean VQ
Similar to Gain/shape VQ, in the Separating Mean VQ [53] a sample mean 
instead of a gain term is extracted. After removing the sample mean, the 
original input signal becomes a new signal with approximately zero sample 
mean. The sample mean is then quantised using SQ. The new signal can now 
be quantised as the difference between the original input signal and the sample 
mean using VQ.
2.5 Quality M easurements for Speech Coding
In speech coding, the measurements for coded speech quality are divided into 
two classes: Objective and Subjective Measurements [57,58]. Objective 
Measurements are easily conducted by mathematical formula calculations, 
while Subjective Measurements require more time to be carried out since they 
are based on the opinions of listeners. The human ear is sensitive to certain 
forms of distortion, but some others cannot be perceived because of masking 
and threshold effects [31]. A small quantisation error does not mean that the 
distortion in the speech signal is perceptually small [59]. When the periodicity 
of voiced speech of CELP increases, the perceptual quality of speech increases 
although the value of the objective measure decreases [60]. Thus, the use of 
objective and subjective measurements in speech coding is dependent on the 
individual coding algorithm. As with many prototype waveform coders, the 
prototype waveform coders described in this thesis are tested using subjective 
measurements. Objective and subjective measurements are discussed in the 
following sections.
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2.5.1 Objective Measurements
There are three standard objective measures which are widely used in speech 
coding: Average SNR, Segmental SNR and Cepstral Distance.
The Average SNR [58] is defined as the average value of a large number of 
frame SNRs. Each frame SNR is defined as the ratio between the input speech 
and the error between the input speech and the output speech. If x(n) and y(n) 
are defined as the input speech and output speech, the average SNR is defined 
by:
Av.SNR = 101og10 n=Q
5 \[x(n)-y(n)]2
(2.16)
where N  is the number of frames and L is the length of those frames. 
The Segmental SNR [58,61] is defined as:
l N 2L,*2 in)
S e g . S N R = - 2 101og10 - r ^ 2-----------
f 1 -  yin)]2
(2.17)
Cepstral Distance differs from the previous measures, in that it is a spectral 
distortion measure. There are several methods used to evaluate Cepstral 
Distortion. Further details of Cepstral Distortion can be found in [61-64].
Unfortunately, objective measures are not generally applicable to prototype 
waveform coders since the input and output waveforms are not time 
synchronous.
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2.5.2 Subjective Measurements
Subjective measures consist of several different classes. However, the most 
widely used is the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [57,58]. This measure requires 
a large number of listeners to classify synthesised speech on a five point scale 
as shown in Table 2.2. For reliable results, reference speech, including many 
speakers with different accents, is required to be evaluated by a large number 
of trained listeners. The test is conducted in two phases [31]. Firstly, the 
listeners are trained during the test wherein they hear signals representing 
‘high’, ‘low’, and ‘middle’ categories. The second phase is evaluation. In this 
phase, the listeners listen and classify the signal samples based on the table 
below. To achieve good test results, the listeners need to be well trained, that 
is, they have experience of the distortion forms and can make correct decisions 
of classification [65]. In the following chapters, subjective measures are used 
to evaluate the Multi-Prototype Waveform coders.
Scores Speech Quality Distortion Scale
5 Excellent Imperceptible
4 Good Just perceptible but not annoying
3 Fair Perceptible and slightly annoying
2 Poor Annoying but not objectionable
1 Unsatisfactory Very annoying and objectionable
Table 2.2 Mean Opinion Score Standard [58]
2.6 Summary
This chapter has considered the main issues in low bit rate speech coding. 
Since the late 1980s the CELP technique has been used as the basis for many
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speech coding standards. However, as the bit rate is decreased lower than 
4.8kb/s, the coded speech quality degrades rapidly. This problem is mainly due 
to the lack of natural periodicity in the coded speech. At bit rates lower than 
4.8kb/s, alternative, prototype waveform coding techniques have been 
proposed. Amongst them, prototype waveform coding is one class.
Basically, prototype waveform coding techniques exploit the periodic property 
of speech by extracting prototype waveforms (PWs) and interpolating between 
them. Coders which coded the voiced and unvoiced speech separately using a 
mixed technique of Prototype/CELP, reportedly, can improve coded speech 
quality over conventional CELP. However, this coding method was not 
optimal. Efficient speech coding can be obtained when PWs are extracted in 
both voiced and unvoiced speech and quantised using the SEW/REW 
paradigm. As the SEW and REW have certain distinctive properties, they can 
be quantised separately with different requirements. Thus, low bit rate coding 
can be achieved due to the dependence of bit allocation on these requirements. 
The prototype waveform coders based on this technique can produce high 
quality speech at bit rates as low as 2.4kb/s. Although there is a certain 
complexity, prototype waveform coding has been found to be best performed 
in the DFT domain.
As a result of the literature review, the work undertaken in this thesis focussed 
on finding new low bit rate prototype waveform coding algorithms which 
would make improvements to the SEW/REW paradigm.
Vector quantisation is one of the keys to achieving high quality speech in 
prototype waveform coding. VQ in the DFT domain has been found to be 
advantageous over either VQ in the time domain or SQ in the DFT domain. To 
obtain good codebooks for SEW/REW as well as for LSFs, the codebook 
training algorithm LBG proved useful. As the set of training data is longer, the 
codebook performance is better. However, the codebook performance also
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depends on the variety of speech in the training set. Generally, if the length of 
the training set is 50 times the codebook size, it is sufficient to obtain a good 
codebook.
The speech quality can be assessed by objective or subjective quality 
measurements, of which Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is considered the best for 
assessing prototype waveform coders. However, difficulties with MOS are that 
it consumes time and depends on the listeners.
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Chapter 3: Prototype Waveform Coding
This chapter presents the principles of Prototype Waveform Coding. The 
architecture and operation of a basic Multi-Prototype Waveform coding 
system is described. Techniques involved in this work, such as pitch detection, 
prototype waveform extraction, time alignment, prototype waveform 
continuous interpolation are discussed. For coding of speech to be effective, 
the prototype waveforms are required to be decomposed into distinct 
components, the quantisation requirements of which are different and 
dependent on their characteristics. This chapter also discusses decomposition 
paradigms for prototype waveforms.
3.1 Background
This section discusses the operational principles of a speech coder based on 
prototype waveform coding techniques, called the Multi-Prototype Waveform 
(MPW) coder. For the discussion to be useful, a definition of prototype 
waveforms as a description of speech is given initially.
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3.1.1 Prototype Waveform
The term ‘Characteristic Waveform’ (CW) or ‘Prototype Waveform’ (PW) 
was first introduced by Kleijn in 1991 for voiced speech only [34]. Later, this 
concept was extended by Kleijn and Haagen in 1994 [42] for unvoiced speech. 
This extension allowed effective coding of both voiced and unvoiced speech at 
low bit rates. The definition of prototype waveforms is as follows:
Speech is a combination of voiced segments and unvoiced segments. During 
voiced segments, the speech is a quasi-periodic signal of pitch cycles. The 
pitch cycle waveform (or prototype waveform) evolves slowly with time. 
Voiced speech can thus be represented as a two-dimensional signal; one axis 
represents the evolution of the speech in time and the other the shape of each 
pitch cycle waveform. This concept, while natural for voiced speech, is also 
valid for unvoiced speech [40]. For the definition to be meaningful with both 
voiced and unvoiced speech, the term: ‘pitch cycle waveform’ is now replaced 
by the term: ‘characteristic waveform’ or ‘prototype waveform’. During 
unvoiced speech, the prototype waveform evolves rapidly; its rate of change is 
a function of the periodic level of the speech signal.
This new concept suggested that the speech (or residual) signal can be 
represented as a series of prototype waveforms, the evolution of which is slow 
during voiced speech and rapid during unvoiced speech. The PWs can then be 
extracted and quantised. At the receiver, the synthesised speech can be 
obtained by smooth interpolation between the reconstructed PWs. In this work, 
the PW is extracted from the residual signal at a rate of 400Hz (i.e., 10 PWs 
per frame of 25ms) for both voiced and unvoiced speech. Examples of the 
residual signal represented as a series of PWs are described in Figure 3.1 and 
Figure 3.2. This residual is extracted from a segment of voiced speech spoken 
by a male speaker. In Figure 3.1 this representation is presented as a one­
dimensional signal while Figure 3.2 presents it as a two-dimensional signal.
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Figure 3.1 Residual Signal as a Series of Prototype Waveforms (One-dimensional Signal)
Figure 3.2 Residual Signal as a Series of Prototype Waveforms (Two-dimensional Signal: 
one axis is the evolution of signal in time and the other is the phase (or shape) of prototype 
waveforms)
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3.1.2 Prototype Waveform Coder
The basic architecture of a MPW coder is described in Figure 3.3 with the 
upper section (A) being the encoder and the lower section (B), the decoder. 
This section discusses the encoding and decoding procedures of this coder.
Encoder
As in many coders, the first step of the encoding process is the estimation of 
the 10th order LPC coefficients [25] for each 25ms frame (containing 200 
samples at a sampling rate of 8kHz). This is implemented using the Schur 
recursion algorithm [26]. Once the LPC coefficients are obtained, the input 
speech is filtered to produce a LP residual signal by using a LP-analysis filter 
(a FIR filter) with the system function:
A(z) = l - ^ a ( k ) z ~ k (3.1)
k = 1
such that the expression for analysis is:
- tr{n) = s{ri) -  2^a(k)s(n -  k)*=i
(3.2)
where r(n) and s(n) are the residual signal and the input speech signal 
respectively.
For the filtering to be effective, the LP analysis filter is constructed in the form 
of a lattice structured filter [66]. This filter uses the reflection coefficients 
(-k ( i)) as multipliers. These coefficients always have absolute values less than 
unity and are less spectrally sensitive to quantisation than the prediction 
coefficients (a(i))- As an example, a LP analysis filter and LP synthesis filter 
in the lattice structure are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Input speech
Output speech
Figure 3.3 MPW Coder Architecture: (A) Encoder, (B) Decoder
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Figure 3.4 LP Lattice Filter Structures: (A) Analysis Filter, (B) Synthesis Filter
Reflection coefficients are used to guarantee the stability of the filters (either 
FIR or HR). However, for the purpose of transmission at low bit rates over 
high error rate radio channels, these coefficients are not suitable. For the 
transmission to be less distorted in these environments, Line Spectral 
Frequencies (LSFs) are usually used instead of LPC coefficients. LSFs are 
defined by the following description: The system function of an all-pole (IIR) 
synthesis filter is defined as H(z) = 1 / A(z), where A(z) is given by:
A(z) = 1 + a(\)z~x +a(2)z~2 + a(3)z~3+.-.a(P)z~P (3.3)
Line Spectral Frequencies can be determined by rewriting (3.3) in a new form:
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A(z)=[Fl(z) + F2(z)]/2 (3.4)
where the symmetrical polynomial ^(z) and the anti-symmetrical polynomial 
F2(z) relate to A{z) as follows:
/¡(z) = i4(z) + z '<f’+1)A(z‘I) (3.5)
F2(z) = A (z)-z-(f,+1U(z-'). (3.6)
The roots of the two polynomials (3.5) and (3.6) determine the Line Spectral 
Frequencies. As a result of this definition, the LSFs gain two important 
properties of these polynomials:
• All zeros of Ffz)  and F2(z) lie on the unit circle.
• Zeros of Ffz)  and F2(z) are interleaved, thus the LSFs become interleaved.
These properties make LSFs more suitable for quantisation and transmission 
than LP coefficients. Details on LSFs, and the calculation of LSFs is to be 
found in [27].
In this work, LSF coefficients are quantised at an update rate of 40Hz using a 
30 bit split-VQ. For each frame, 10 LSF coefficients are split into three sets in 
the form of a 3-3-4 combination [67]. The split 3-3-4 vector quantisation codes 
the LSFs as three vectors; the first vector consists of the first three LSFs, the 
second, the second three and the third, the remaining four. Each of the three 
LSF codebooks has 1024 vectors (10 bits). For quantisation, the LSF 
codebooks are fully searched, by minimising the mean squared error between 
the input LSFs and the LSF codebook vectors.
Pitch period (or fundamental frequency) is estimated from the residual signal 
once per frame (i.e., at an update rate of 40Hz). As extraction of a prototype 
waveform (PW) from either the speech or residual requires a reliable pitch 
detector, the pitch determination method has an important role in prototype
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waveform coding. Many pitch estimation methods have been suggested such 
as the those reported in [68-70]. The pitch detector chosen for this work is an 
adaptation of the techniques reported in [71-73,37]. A brief description of the 
pitch determination technique is given in Section 3.2. The extracted pitch 
(expressed in samples) will be used as the PW length, on which the prototype 
waveform extraction, the time alignment and the DFT interpolation are 
dependent.
The PWs are extracted from the residual signal every 20 samples in both 
voiced and unvoiced speech (i.e., 10 PWs per frame). During voiced frames, 
the length of the PW is the pitch period, while in unvoiced frames it is chosen 
to be long enough to avoid buzziness [74]. Experimentally, it was chosen as 40 
samples. The prototype waveform extraction process is performed on the basis 
of minimising the difference between two ends of the PW. The chosen PW is 
then transformed to the DFT domain. Time alignment is then performed to 
ensure that the selected PW aligns with the previous PW. This alignment 
prevents impulsive auditory distortion in the output speech produced by 
interpolation between PWs [37]. This work, however, leads to non­
synchronisation between the input speech and the synthesised speech due to 
the loss of information about the absolute position of PWs. The time alignment 
technique used here is similar to that described by Kleijn [34].
For the purpose of gain/shape VQ [53], once the PWs are aligned, the gain 
term (i.e., the power) of each PW is calculated, and normalisation is 
performed. The gain term and the normalised PW are quantised separately. As 
the PW is normalised, its magnitude spectrum can be approximated to be 
unity.
For coding at bit rates as low as 2.4kb/s, the normalised PW is required to be 
decomposed into a number of distinct components. Such components can be 
quantised with different requirements according to their characteristics. One
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accepted mechanism for PW decomposition is that proposed by Keijn and 
Haagen [42] whereby the PW is decomposed into a slowly evolving waveform 
(SEW) and a rapidly evolving waveform (REW). The SEW and the REW can 
be obtained by filtering using low-pass and high-pass filters with a suitable 
cut-off frequency of 20Hz.
In this work, an alternative REW/SEW paradigm described by Burnett and 
Bradley [41,44] is exploited due to its low decomposition complexity (see 
Section 3.6). In this paradigm, the SEW is defined as the ‘mean’ PW of ten 
extracted PWs each frame and the REW is then regarded as the noise-like 
remainder of the SEW and the extracted PW. As a result, the SEW is 
downsampled to 40Hz. For quantisation of the PW, this work introduces 
quantisation methods for the REW/SEW. At bit rates of 2.4kb/s, the SEW 
quantisation has been found to be effective by using an 8 bit VQ; and the 
REW quantisation requirements are examined by using two quantisation 
schemes: Unity Magnitude Quantisation and Errored Magnitude Quantisation.
The gain term of each PW is further processed before quantisation. Firstly, the 
logarithms of the ten gain terms of the ten PWs in each frame (i.e., update rate 
of 400Hz) are taken and these are downsampled to a certain rate according to 
the bit allocation plan of the coder. By conversing to the logarithmic form, the 
distance between the minimum and the maximum of the data to be quantised, 
is reduced. Hence, the quantisation errors can be minimised and the gain can 
be coded more accurately. The downsampled gain term (in the logarithmic 
domain) is then quantised using a 5 bit SQ.
Decoder
The first step in decoding is to decode the pitch. The number of DFT 
coefficients of the band limited signal is determined by the pitch period, thus it
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is required for reconstruction of the SEW, REW and the PW. To obtain good 
quality speech the decoded pitch is interpolated by either the linear or non 
linear interpolation method. The pitch interpolation used in this work is an 
adaptation of that described by Kleijn and Haagen [40]. While details on this 
pitch interpolation process can be found in the original paper, a brief 
description is presented as follows:
Let C be the nearest integer to the ratio of the previous and the current pitch; 
while pp, p 0 tp, tc are the previous pitch, the current pitch, previous update 
time, current update time respectively. If the current pitch (at time tc) is larger 
than the previous pitch (at time tp\  the interpolated pitch are calculated as:
Pi = PP + i Pc ( t - t p)]/[(tc - t p).C] if tp < t < ( t c + tp) / 2  (3.7)
Pt = C.pp + pc( t - t p) / ( t c- t p) if (tc + tp) / 2 < t < t c. (3.8)
If the current pitch (at time tc) is smaller than the previous pitch (at time tp\  
the interpolated pitch will be calculated as:
Pt = C-Pp + Pc( t -  tp) / (te -  tp) if tp < t <  (tc + tp) / 2  (3.9)
Pt = Pp+[pc( t - tp) ] / [ ( t c- t p).C] if (tc + tp) / 2 <  t < t c. (3.10)
The gain terms are decoded using table indices and the inverse logarithm taken 
to retrieve the linear values. Then, these gain terms are upsampled to 400Hz 
(i.e., 10 gains per frame) by means of interpolation. Experiments in this work 
show that linear interpolation provides good performance, however, further 
improvement can be obtained if a combination of linear interpolation and step­
wise interpolation is used [40].
The SEW is reconstructed at an update rate of 40Hz by using the transmitted 
SEW codebook index. Once the SEW is decoded, it is upsampled to 400Hz
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(i.e., having 10 SEWs for each frame) by means of linear interpolation. Each 
interpolated SEW will have a length of the interpolated pitch.
The REW is reconstructed at an update rate of 400Hz. The decoded SEW and 
REW are added to render the normalised PW. The complete residual PW is 
obtained by denormalisation, that is simply a multiplication of the normalised 
PW and the associated gain term. Then, each PW is time aligned with the 
previous PW before DFT linear interpolation between them to obtain the 
complete excitation signal.
The LSF coefficients are decoded using the transmitted codebook indices. To 
obtain good output speech, as with many coders, decoded LSFs are required to 
be interpolated before being converted to the reflection coefficients (-£(/)). In 
this coder, LSF interpolation is performed over three continuous frames: 
Previous-2 Frame, Previous-1 Frame and Present Frame, of which Previous-2 
Frame is before Previous-1 Frame. The interpolation scheme is described in 
Table 3.1.
Prev-2 Frame Prev-1 Frame Pres. Frame
Sub-frame 1 0.4 0.6 0
Sub-frame 2 0.2 0.8 0
Sub-frame 3 1.0 0 0
Sub-frame 4 0 0.8 0.2
Sub-frame 5 0 0.6 0.4
Table 3.1 The LSF Interpolation Scheme of MPW Coders
The output speech signal is produced by synthesising this excitation using a 
LP synthesis filter, which is an HR filter with the system function of:
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H(z) = 1/
l i p  ^
1
V *=i J
such that the synthesis is presented as:
r
s(ri) = r(n) + ^ a{k)s{n -  k )
k=\
(3.11)
(3.12)
This filter is also a lattice structured filter (described in Figure 3.4). At low bit 
rate coding, it is useful to use a postfilter for perceptual quality enhancement 
of the synthesised speech. As the speech formants are perceptually more 
important than the formant nulls, the use of a postfilter is to preserve the 
formant information by keeping the noise in the formant regions as low as 
possible. Thus, the noise is shaped, and the perceptual quality of the 
synthesised speech is improved [75-77].
3.2 Pitch Detection
Pitch detection plays an important role in MPW coders as it determines the 
number of DFT coefficients of the PW, SEW, REW in the DFT domain. The 
pitch detection technique used in this work is based on that of the following 
authors: Dubnowski, et.al. [71], Burnett and Holbeche [37], and Gambino and 
Burnett [72-73]. Briefly, it can be described as follows: 12
1. The input speech is filtered using a 65 tap low-pass FIR filter, the cut-off 
frequency of which is 900Hz.
2. A rectangular window of 300 samples centred on the current frame of 200 
samples is selected. This, therefore, leads to an overlap of 50 samples in 
the pitch processing frames.
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3. Two segments of 100 samples at the ends of the 300 sample window is 
processed to find the maximum of both segments. A fixed percentage 
(80%) of the minimum of these two values is set as the clipping level.
4. Centre clip the section of speech using the clipping level.
5. The expected pitch value, ranging from 20 to 147, is calculated using the 
autocorrelation function of the centre-clipped signal. The pitch of the 
speech segment is determined by the maximum of this autocorrelation 
function.
6. The voiced/unvoived decision is determined by normalising the maximum 
autocorrelation to the zeroth autocorrelation. The frame is decided to be 
voiced if the normalised value is larger than 0.28.
These are the basic steps for determining pitch value in each 25ms frame of 
speech. The pitch value is then converted to a number of samples in each 
prototype waveform or number of DFT coefficients of PWs.
3.3 Prototype W aveform Extraction and DFT Transform
Prototype waveform extraction can be carried out by several methods. The 
method chosen for this work uses the linear prediction residual signal and is 
based on the technique developed by Burnett and Holbeche [37]. In this 
method, ten PWs are extracted every 20 samples from each 200 sample frame. 
The pitch ranges from 20 to 147. Thus, when the pitch is 20 there would be up 
to 10 different PWs and when the pitch is 147 there would be just one PW in 
the frame. Experiments in this work have shown that when the update rate is 
less than one PW per frame, the coded speech quality degrades rapidly. This 
conclusion is also consistent with that reported in [40].
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For extraction, a number of PWs around each extraction point are regarded as 
the candidates. The one with the minimum squared error between its two end 
points is chosen. To maximise capture of the dynamic nature of speech [40], 
the number of candidate PWs should be limited such that they are close to the 
extraction point. In the discrete time domain, at point m, a chosen unaligned 
prototype, pwm(ri), can be defined as a pitch length segment of the discrete 
residual signal centered near the discrete time m and at the value n, 0 <n< pm, 
(where pm is the estimated pitch at time m). The extraction of such a residual 
PW is based on the following formula (adapted from that proposed by Kleijn 
and Haagen [40]):
pwm(n) = r{m-^jr + n + A) 0 <  n < p m (3.13)
where r(n) is the LP residual signal and A is the searching region.
Since the PW is extracted in the residual domain, this method has advantages 
over other domains such as the speech domain. In the residual domain pitch 
pulses are clear and the power between them is low [40].
The speech s(n), as well as the residual speech signal r(n), are periodic and 
band-limited with bandwidth Wpm/2nFs (radians'1), where the bandwidth of the 
speech is W  (in Hz), and the sampling frequency of the speech is Fs (in Hz). 
Thus, the extracted residual PWs can be described by a finite discrete Fourier 
series:
p,„-1SK 2nkn . ZKKii
PWm (n) = ^ Am W  C0S( ) + W  SÍn( )]Pm Pm
2nkn
k=0
or in polar notation
pWm(n) —  ̂ PWm(k)exip(j2nkn/pm) 
P m k=0
(3.14)
(3.15)
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where PWm(k) = Am(k) +\Bm(k)\2 . The coefficients PWm(k) for the 
prototype waveform in the DFT domain can be derived from (3.15) as:
Pm- 1
p Wm(k)= X  pwm(n) exp(-j2nbi/pm )
n=0 (3.16)
The real and imaginary values of the DFT coefficients PWm(k) are derived 
from Equation (3.16) as:
P,n~ 1
Re[FWm (&)] = ^Lpwm(n)cos(2nkn/ pm) (3.17a)
n=0
Pm-l
Im[/W„,(£)] = -  ^ p w m(n)sin(2nkn / p j . (3.17b)
n=0
3.4 Alignment of Prototype W aveforms
In prototype waveform coding, time alignment of the prototype waveforms is 
required for smooth reconstruction of the residual signal. This section 
describes the method used to correct the currently extracted PW to be time 
aligned with the previous PW. The method described here is an adaptation of 
the technique proposed by Kleijn [36] and developed by Burnett and Bradley 
[41]. The procedure can be described as follows:
Once a residual prototype pwm(n) is extracted, it is transformed into DFT 
series PWm(k) of length pm. For time alignment with the previous prototype, 
pwm_x{n), whose Fourier coefficients are PWm_ fk ) of length pm_x the cross­
correlation between them must be maximised.
To align two PWs, they must be described by an equal number of coefficients 
in the DFT domain. The problem of unequal length PWs can easily be solved 
by means of zero-padding. If the two PWs are of unequal length, the PW with
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the lower number of harmonics is padded with harmonics of zero amplitude. 
When pm and pm_x are related by a factor of 2 or 3, the PW with the lower 
number of harmonics is repeated such that both PWs have the same length 
[36]. This adjustment technique plays an important role in dealing with pitch 
doubling/halving in speech since it avoids unnatural interpolation.
After adjustments, two unaligned prototype waveforms PW„_fk) and PW^(k) 
of adjusted length p  are produced. In the time domain the alignment can be 
considered as a rotation, while in the DFT domain it is equivalent to a phase 
shift of PW^(k) [36]. In other words, the DFT coefficients of the present 
prototype waveform, PW„(k), need to be time-shifted by a time interval T such 
that cross correlation with the DFT series of the previous prototype waveform, 
P W ^fk ) ,  is maximised. This time shift is calculated by finding the maximum:
■x =argmax'z<{Re[PW'(k)Pw£_,(k)\cos(2Klct')+ (3.18)
T *=o rn 1
lm[PW' (k)PW' Jk)]sm(2nkz ')} m m - 1
for x ' = 0.001,...,1.
It is convenient to normalise t ' to the pitch period, thus simplifying the 
calculation of Equation (3.18). Once the time shift x, which maximises the 
DFT cross correlation of Equation (3.18), is found the aligned present 
prototype waveform, PW„(k), is calculated by applying % to phase shift the 
unaligned present prototype waveform, PW^(k):
PW^(k) = PW^k)exp(j2nki:) for k = 0, 1,... T. (3.19)
It should be noted that this time alignment technique prevents impulsive 
distortions in interpolated and synthesised speech. On the other hand it 
changes the position of PW. Thus, the information about the absolute position 
of the PW is removed and is not transmitted. Hence, the synthesised speech
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waveform is not synchronous with the input speech. The perceived speech 
quality is, however, invariant with the phase shift of the output speech [40].
3.5 Interpolation of Prototype W aveforms
This section describes the technique employed to smoothly interpolate the 
prototype waveforms in the DFT domain for reconstruction of the speech. At 
the encoder, the time aligned PWs are quantised by a certain quantisation 
scheme. At the decoder, ten PWs are reconstructed each frame. These are then 
linearly interpolated to obtain the complete excitation signal which, when 
filtered by a synthesis LP filter, result in speech being reproduced. The 
continuous interpolation between prototype waveforms described here is based 
on the algorithm proposed by Kleijn [34] and used by Burnett and Bradley 
[41]. It can be presented as follows:
Given two time aligned PWs in the DFT domain: PWm_fk) and PWm(k) with 
lengths (pitch periods) pm_x and pm respectively, the pitch period of the 
successively interpolated PW at a given interpolation point, i, between PWs 
can be interpolated as:
pi = ( l - a i)pm_l +aipm 
for m - l  < i < m; 0 < oc( < 1
(3.20)
where a, is a monotonically increasing interpolation function [34] in the time 
between the two PWs. a (. is regarded as the coefficient describing the 
contribution level of the present prototype waveform PWm{k) to the 
interpolated prototype waveform at time i in terms of harmonic magnitude and 
PW’s length pr  In the same manner, (1-oq.) describes the contribution level 
taken from the previous prototype waveform PWm_ fk ) [41].
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The smooth DFT interpolation between the previous prototype waveform 
PWm_fk)  and the aligned mth prototype waveform PWm(k) over the 
interpolation interval L will result in the continuously interpolated excitation 
em(i) in the time domain. Based on the interpolated pitch pi the interpolation 
algorithm is found to be:
p. -1  .,.. * 2tiki
em(i)= I  {Re[a.PW (k) + ( l - a . ) P Wm ,(fc)]cos(------) +
k = 0 * m 1 m~ l
2nki
Imla PW (k) + ( l - a . ) P W m ,(*)]sin(------)}i m i m — i n
i
for  (3.21)
The interpolation interval L was chosen to be one tenth of the frame length (20 
samples). This interval is identical to the shortest pitch of 20. Figure 3.5 shows 
an example of the processing of a number of voice speech frames by the MPW 
coder without quantisation. It can be seen that the interpolated excitation and 
the output speech are close to the original excitation and the input speech 
respectively, however, as expected, the output speech and the interpolated 
excitation are not in synchronisation with the input speech and the residual 
signal due to time alignment effects.
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Figure 3.5 Example of a Voiced Speech Frame Processed by the MPW Coder Without 
Quantisation (From the top to the bottom: input speech, residual, reconstructed excitation, 
and reconstructed speech)
3.6 Decomposition of Prototype Waveforms
In MPW coders, the speech signal is represented as a sequence of prototype 
waveforms. Without quantisation, perfect quality speech can be reconstructed 
from these PWs. The quality o f this reconstruction does not depend on the 
initial phase o f the PWs. For efficient quantisation, it is required to decompose 
the prototype waveform into components with distinct properties. This allows 
the separate components to be quantised independently according to their
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characteristics. Bit allocation for the quantisation of each component is 
dependent on its requirements and hence high quality speech at low bit rates is 
obtainable. For such a decomposition to be effective, it is necessary to 
consider the perceptual information of the speech signal and hence the 
prototype waveform. During unvoiced speech, the phase spectrum of the PW 
changes rapidly, while in voiced speech the PW evolves slowly. Generally, the 
speech signal is a combination of voiced signal (quasi-periodic signal) and 
unvoiced signal (noise-like signal). Prototype waveform coding has been 
found to perform best if the decomposition is performed during both voiced 
and unvoiced speech [40-45].
Kleijn and Haagen [42] described a decomposition in which a residual 
prototype waveform (PW) is decomposed into a slowly evolving waveform 
(SEW) and a rapidly evolving waveform (REW). The SEW can be regarded as 
the underlying pulse shape of the PW while the REW is representative of the 
noisy components in the PW. In practice, the decomposition can be performed 
by filtering the DFT coefficients of the PWs using a low-pass filter (for SEW) 
and a high-pass filter (for REW) with a suitable cut-off frequency of 20Hz. 
Such a SEW/REW paradigm is one of the accepted mechanisms for 
decomposition of the PW. The SEW can be quantised at low update rates, 
while the REW phase is noise-like and hence need not be transmitted in detail. 
The REW magnitude evolves rapidly, however, it contributes to the PW shape, 
thus it should be quantised with a certain update rate according to available bit 
rates.
The separate REW and SEW components must sum to the entire PW:
PWm (ifc) = REWm (k) + SEWm(k) (3.22)
where PWm(k),SEWm(k) and REWJk) are the DFT series of the PW, SEW and 
REW respectively.
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An alternative SEW, defined by Burnett and Bradley [41], is formed as a 
‘mean’ PW of ten residual PWs extracted in each 25ms frame. The REW is 
then the noise-like remainder of the extracted PWs. Expression for deriving 
the DFT coefficients of the SEW from the DFT coefficients of the extracted 
PWs can be presented as:
1 10
SEW(k)= —  J JPWm(k) for k = 0,...,pm- l  (3.23)
m= 1
where pm is the length (number of DFT coefficients) of PWm{k). As the SEW 
is formed as a mean PW, the DFT coefficients of the REWs are calculated as:
REWm(k) = PWm(k) -  SEW(k) 
for m = 1,...,10; k = 0 , 1 .
(3.24)
This definition of SEW and REW has been reported to be advantageous when 
pitch detection is not reliable and doubling and halving cannot be detected 
[41]. The simplicity of this definition is attractive for low bit rate coding.
Both definitions of the SEW/REW lead to the separation of the PW into two 
components, an underlying pitch pulse and a noise-like waveform [41]. 
Flowever, the latter definition can significantly reduce the complexity of the 
decomposition process. In the latter, the SEW can be obtained by a simple 
computation and the REWs are the differences between the SEW and the 
extracted PWs, whereas in the former definition the SEW and REW are 
filtered using low-pass and high-pass filters.
In MPW coders, ten residual PWs are extracted, and then decomposed into 
SEWs and REWs each frame. Since the SEW is a slowly evolving component, 
for low bit rate coding, the ten SEWs are required to be downsampled to an
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update rate of 40Hz. In terms of complexity, the definition of SEW as a 
‘mean’ prototype waveform should thus be chosen for this work.
In this work, the PWs are extracted at a rate of 400Hz, and then transformed to 
the DFT domain. After time alignment, the gain term or power of each PW is 
calculated as:
Gm= — L p w j k ) p w : ( k )
Pm k—0
for m — 1,...,10. (3.25)
The time aligned PWs are normalised according to their gain terms. If 
PWm(norm)(k) is defined as the DFT coefficients of the normalised PWs, the
formula for normalisation is:
PWm(k)
m
for & =0,...,pm-1; m=l,...,10.
(3.26)
For each frame, the SEW is formed as the average PW of the ten normalised 
PWs, can thus be found using Equation (3.23), and the REW is calculated 
using Equation (3.24), but in both equations, PWm(norm)(k) is used instead of
PWm(k). As an example, Figure 3.6 describes the decomposition of a PW into 
a SEW (the ‘mean’ PW) and REW (the noise remainder of the extracted PW) 
in three dimensional space. The SEW, as expected, looks smoother than the 
PW, and the REW is noise-like.
A typical characteristic of prototype waveform coding is that speech or 
residual and, hence, a series of PWs, can be represented as a two-dimensional 
signal. The decomposition of the PW into a SEW and REW can also be 
considered as a type of sub-band coding, but rather than an ordinary, one­
dimensional sub-band coding, it is a two-dimensional sub-band coding. The 
low band forms the SEW, and the high band forms the REW with a cut-off
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frequency of about 20Hz. However, from the viewpoint of coding each 
individual PW, the REW/SEW paradigm is no different from ordinary sub­
band coding. This concept suggests that quantisation of prototype waveforms 
can be performed using sub-band coding techniques. However, this concept 
has arisen during this work, and has not been investigated yet.
20 30 40 5lT 6cT o
Phase (samples)
Time (ms xlO)
Figure 3.6 Decomposition of Residual PWs into SEWs and REWs using the Definition of 
the SEW as a ‘mean’ PW (From the top to the bottom: PWs, SEWs and REWs)
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3.7 Sum mary
The principles of Prototype Waveform Coding have been discussed. In MPW 
coders, the PWs are extracted from residual the signal at a rate of 400Hz in 
both voiced and unvoiced speech. The extracted PWs are DFT transformed, 
time aligned, and then normalised. For low bit rate quantisation, it is essential 
that the PWs be decomposed into a number of distinct components, the 
quantisation requirements of which are dependent on their characteristics. The 
excitation signal can be reconstructed by continuous interpolation between the 
reconstructed PWs.
Prototype waveform extraction can be performed in various ways. The 
technique used in this work allows a PW to be extracted correctly. Time 
alignment enables the extracted PW to be time aligned with the previous PW. 
Although the length of PWs varies with the pitch period of speech, it does not 
cause a major problem. For the PWs to be the same length for time alignment, 
it is possible to zero-harmonic pad to the shortest PW length. When the PWs 
are related to each other by a factor of 2 or 3, the shortest PW can be repeated 
by 2 or 3 such that they have equal length [36].
The decomposition of prototype waveforms can be performed in various ways. 
One of the accepted decomposition paradigms is to decompose the PW into a 
slowly evolving waveform (SEW) and a rapidly evolving waveform (REW) 
using low-pass and high-pass filters with a cut-off frequency of 20Hz [42]. 
Alternatively, the SEW can be formed as the average PW of the extracted PWs 
each frame, and the REW is the remainder of the extracted PWs [41]. This 
definition has been chosen for the work described in this thesis because of its 
low decomposition complexity.
At the receiver, the excitation signal can be reconstructed from the PWs by 
smooth linear interpolation. Operating in the DFT domain has a drawback in
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computational cost, however, good performance of interpolation has been 
obtained [40-45].
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Chapter 4: Multi-Prototype Waveform Open
Loop Coding
In Chapter 3, the architecture and principles of operation of a Multi-Prototype 
Waveform (MPW) coding system were described. The main issue in such a 
system is how to quantise the prototype waveforms for low bit rate coders. 
This chapter proposes two quantisation schemes in an open loop architecture 
for prototype waveforms, called the Unity Magnitude Quantisation and the 
Errored Magnitude Quantisation. At bit rates of 2.4kb/s, the Open Loop 
Quantisation based MPW coders: the Unity Magnitude Coder and the Errored 
Magnitude Coder have been shown to be capable of producing good quality 
communication speech. The performance of these coders is evaluated using 
Mean Opinion Scores and is compared with the US 1016 Federal Standard 
CELP-4.8kb/s. A key to achieving good quality speech is the construction of 
effective codebooks for SEW/REW. The 8 bit codebook for SEW consists of 
both SEW magnitude and phase spectra for each vector, while the 5 bit 
REW/Error codebook consists of magnitude only for each vector. An essential 
part of MPW coders is quantisation of the LPC spectrum. Thus, quantisation 
of Line Spectral Frequencies is also discussed in this chapter.
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4.1 Unity Magnitude Quantisation
This section describes the first quantisation scheme for prototype waveforms, 
Unity Magnitude Quantisation, and the Unity Magnitude Coder which was 
developed on the basis of this quantisation scheme.
4.1.1 Prototype Waveform Quantisation
As discussed in the previous chapter, for effective quantisation at low bit rates, 
the extracted PW is required to be decomposed into a SEW and a REW. In this 
scheme, the definition of the SEW as a ‘mean’ PW is used. Quantisation of the 
SEW and REW is now discussed.
4.1.1.1 Quantisation of SEW
In each 25ms frame, the SEW is formed as the average PW of the ten 
normalised PWs using the following equation:
1 10
SEW(k) = — J,PWm(„onn)(k) fork  = 0,...,pm -  1. (4.1)
Since vector quantisation always achieves better performance over scalar 
quantisation [53], in this work, quantisation of the SEW is based on vector 
quantisation techniques. According to Chang, et.al. [46], VQ of the speech 
signal performed in the DFT domain has two advantages. These advantages 
can also be extended to the prototype waveform (hence SEW/REW). Firstly, 
each sample in the DFT domain is a combination of all samples of the speech 
waveforms in the time domain. Thus, quantisation of the samples in the DFT 
domain can provide better performance than quantisation of the samples in the 
time domain. Secondly, VQ on the DFT transformed speech waveforms 
provides distinctly better subjective quality than VQ on the speech waveform 
in other representations.
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It should be noted that a DFT coefficient can be represented either by a pair of 
real/imaginary coefficients or by a pair of magnitude/phase coefficients. 
According to these authors [46], for speech coding, VQ on the magnitude and 
phase coefficients can yield better subjective quality than VQ on the real and 
imaginary coefficients with the same chosen bit rate.
The amplitude and phase characteristics of the SEW vary with the nature of 
voicing in the speech, thus, the coded speech quality mainly depends on the 
SEW [74]. Since there is no priority between the SEW magnitude and SEW 
phase in the reconstruction of the underlying pulse-shape of the PW, it is 
necessary to quantise both the magnitude and phase spectra of the SEW.
In this work, the quantisation of the SEW using an 8 bit codebook (256 
vectors) for both SEW magnitude and phase spectra has been found to be the 
best solution for MPW coders operating at 2.4kb/s. However, at higher rates, 
quantisation of the SEW magnitude and phase separately using two different 
codebooks is preferable [78]. Normally, as the codebook is larger, its 
performance is better [53]. The size of the SEW codebook is chosen based on 
experiments. However, investigations in this work show that the performance 
of the 9 bit SEW codebook is close to that of the 8 bit SEW codebook. 
Degradation of performance is significant when the codebook size is reduced 
to 7 bits.
During unvoiced frames, as the noisy REW dominates, the SEW is flat and its 
power is much smaller than that in voiced frames. Such a SEW must be 
different from the SEW used during voiced frames. This needs to be 
considered during the design of the SEW codebook; as the codebook needs to 
effectively quantise unvoiced speech. To allow this, the codebook has two 
sections; the first one consists of 40 SEW vectors for unvoiced speech and the 
second, 216 SEW vectors for voiced speech.
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Since the DFT coefficient series of the SEW are symmetrical, it is possible to 
quantise only half of the DFT series of a SEW. Before searching the SEW 
codebook, the extracted SEW must be aligned with a standard vector since the 
codebook vectors were already aligned with this vector (see Section 4.3.1). For 
simplification, a squared error distortion measure is used for the codebook 
search. The coder chooses the codebook vector whose mean squared error
a
d {SEW,SEW) is minimum. Such a distortion measure is presented in the 
following equation.
d(SEW,SEW) = 2^{[SEWmag(k) -  SEWmag(k)]2
*=o (4.2)
+ [SEWpha(k) -  SEWpha(k)]2}.
It is possible, however, to use a weighted squared error distortion measure for 
improved performance. The weighted squared error distortion measure is:
P J 2
d(SEW ,SEW) = 2uW(k){[SEWmag(k)-SEWrmig(k)f
k=o (4.3)
+ [SEWpha(k) -  SEWpha(k)]2}
where SEW, SEW are the input vector and the codebook vector respectively. 
The weighting function w(k) is dependent on the SEWmag(k) and SEWpha(k).
In terms of reproducing the characteristic waveform, however, the SEW 
spectral magnitude is more important than the SEW spectral phase due to the 
human ear being more sensitive to the magnitude coefficients than the phase 
coefficients [46]. Thus, the codebook search could be performed on the SEW 
spectral magnitude alone, while the SEW phase spectra is followed by the 
selection of the SEW magnitude spectra. In this case the distortion measure is 
simplified as:
d(SEW,SEW) = 2JSEWmag(k)-SEWmag(k)f.
k=0
(4.4)
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4.1.1.2 Quantisation of REW
The REW is a noise-like component which is rapidly evolving and has a 
quantisation requirement lower than that of the SEW. The coded speech 
quality is mainly dependent on the SEW, while the REW determines the 
naturalness and the dynamics of the speech [74]. The REW phase spectrum 
changes rapidly, and can be considered as noise, and at the decoder, can be 
derived from Gaussian noise [79]. The REW magnitude spectrum, however, 
contributes to the overall structure of the prototype waveform, and should be 
transmitted as accurately as possible according to the number of bits available.
As the DFT series of the extracted PW is normalised, the average magnitude 
of the normalised PW is equal to unity. This suggests that the magnitude of the 
normalised PW can be approximated to be unity. For coding at bit rates as low 
as 2.4kb/s, the magnitude spectrum of the REW can be derived on the basis of 
this approximation:
REWmag m (k) = 1.0- SEWmagm(k) 
for k = 0 ,...,pm\ m= 1,...,10.
(4.5)
Thus, in this quantisation scheme, only the SEW is quantised, the REW is not 
quantised. At the decoder, the decoded SEW is interpolated from an update 
rate of 40Hz to 400Hz (i.e., ten SEWs per frame). The REW magnitudes can 
be effectively reconstructed with an update rate of 400Hz based on the ten 
reconstructed SEW magnitudes by using Equation (4.5).
4.1.2 Unity Magnitude Coder
This section discusses the operation of the Unity Magnitude Coder; the 
architecture of which is described in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1 Unity Magnitude Coder Architecture: (A) Encoder, (B) Decoder
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The Encoder processes the speech on a 25ms frame basis. For every frame, 
10th order LPC coefficients are extracted. The speech is analysed by a lattice 
LP analysis filter to obtain the LP residual signal. The PWs are extracted from 
the residual signal at a rate of 400Hz (i.e., 10 PWs per frame), DFT 
transformed, time aligned and then normalised. The gains are extracted, the 
logarithms taken and then downsampled to 120Hz (i.e., three gain terms per 
frame), and then quantised using a 5 bit SQ. For quantisation, the normalised 
PW is decomposed into a SEW and a REW. The SEW is formed as the 
average PW of the ten extracted PWs. As a result, it is downsampled to 40Hz 
(i.e., one SEW per frame). The SEW is then quantised using the 8 bit SEW 
codebook. The LSFs are quantised using the 30 bit/frame split-VQ.
At the Decoder, decoded LSFs are interpolated before being converted to 
reflection coefficients. The SEW is decoded using its codebook index, and 
then upsampled to 400Hz by means of linear interpolation according to the 
interpolated pitches. The REW magnitudes are reconstructed at a rate of 
400Hz according to SEW behaviours and the unity approximation using 
Equation (4.5). The REW phases are derived from a Gaussian noise source. 
The sum of the SEW and REW renders the normalised PW. The complete PW 
is obtained by multiplying the normalised PW with the gain terms. The 
complete excitation signal is obtained by continuous interpolation in the DFT 
domain between the time aligned PWs. Finally, the excitation is synthesised 
using a lattice LP synthesis filter. Perceptual quality of the coded speech can 
be enhanced by using a postfilter.
The bit allocation for this coder is given in Table 4.1. In this plan, the total bits 
is 60 per 25ms frame. This is equivalent to a total bit rate of 2.4kb/s.
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Parameter Number of bits Update rate
LSF 30 40 Hz
pitch 7 40 Hz
gain 5 120 Hz
SEW 8 40 Hz
Table 4.1 Bit Allocation for the Unity Magnitude Coder.
4.2 Errored Magnitude Quantisation
This section discusses the second prototype waveform quantisation scheme: 
Errored Magnitude Quantisation, and describes the Errored Magnitude Coder.
4.2.1 Prototype Waveform Quantisation
In the Unity Magnitude Quantisation scheme, the REW magnitude is not 
transmitted, and is thus recovered on the basis of the decoded SEW 
magnitudes and the assumption that the magnitude of the normalised PW is 
unity. The Unity Magnitude Coder codes the gain terms using a 5 bit SQ at an 
update rate of 120Hz. As the gain term changes slowly with time, it can be 
transmitted at a rate of 80Hz rather than 120Hz without any significant speech 
quality degradation. Informal listening tests were performed on 14 TIMIT 
speech files. During the tests, the listeners did not recognise any differences 
between the speech coded using the gain term with an update rate of 120Hz 
and that coded using the gain term with an update rate of 80Hz. This scheme 
investigates the use of the redundant bits in transmission of the gain terms to 
quantise the REW magnitude. This quantisation scheme is considered an 
empirical method aimed at making overall perceptual quality improvements to 
the Unity Magnitude Quantisation scheme.
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As the REW is regarded as the difference between the normalised PW and the 
SEW, the REW magnitude can be formed as:
REWmagm(k) = P W m a g Jk)- SEWrnagm(k)
(4.6)
for k = 0,...,pm - 1 ;  m =  1.....10.
This equation can also be written as:
REWmagm(k) = [PWrnagm(k) -1 ]  + [1 -  SEWrnagm (k )] 
fo r k  = 0,...,/?m- l ;  m=l,...,10.
Substituting:
(4.7)
Errorm(k ) = PWmagm(k) - 1.0
(4.8)
for k = 0 ,...,pm - 1; m = 1,...,10
into Equation (3.36), the REW magnitude can be presented as:
REWmagm(k) = [1+ Errorm(k)] -  SEWmagm(k)
(4.9)
for k = 0 , . 1 ;  m=l,...,10.
From Equation (4.9), it can be seen that the REW magnitude now depends on 
the SEW magnitude and the Error. As the Error is defined as the magnitude of 
the normalised PW after the removal of the mean, it is representative of the 
evolution (the dynamics) of the PW magnitude. In terms of subjective quality, 
informal listening tests in this work have shown that VQ on the Error provides 
better performance over VQ directly, either on the prototype magnitude or on 
the REW magnitude. During the tests, the listeners preferred speech coded 
using the Error quantisation to speech coded using the quantisation of the 
magnitude of the REW/PW.
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In this scheme, the Error, Errorm(k), is extracted at a rate of 400Hz using 
Equation (4.8) then downsampled to a certain rate dependent on the bit 
allocation scheme of the coder. In this case, it is downsampled to 40Hz and 
then quantised using a 5 bit VQ. At the decoder, the REW magnitude is 
recovered using this Error according to Equation (4.9).
4.2.2 Errored Magnitude Coder
This section discusses the operation of the Errored Magnitude Coder; the 
architecture of which is described in Figure 4.2. Basically, this coder is similar 
to the Unity Magnitude Coder except for the quantisation of the Error.
For each 25 ms frame, the Encoder extracts PWs from the residual at a rate of 
400Hz. After DFT transformation, time alignment and normalisation of the 
PWs, the SEW is extracted and the Errors are formed as the difference 
between the magnitude of the normalised PW and unity using Equation (4.8). 
The logarithms of the gains are taken and quantised using the 5 bit SQ at an 
update rate of 80Hz. The SEW is quantised using the 8 bit SEW codebook and 
the Error is quantised using the 5 bit Error VQ at an update rate of 40Hz.
At the Decoder, the SEW is decoded using its codebook index, and then 
upsampled to 400Hz according to the interpolated pitches. The REW 
magnitudes are reconstructed at 400Hz using Equation (4.9), and the REW 
phases are derived from a Gaussian noise source.
The bit allocation for this coder is given in Table 4.2. This bit allocation plan 
is of 60 bits per 25ms frame and equivalent to a total bit rate of 2.4kb/s.
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Figure 4.2 Error Magnitude Coder Architecture: (A) Encoder, (B) Decoder
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Parameter Number of bits Update rate
LSF 30 40 Hz
pitch 7 40 Hz
gain 5 80 Hz
Error 5 40 Hz
SEW 8 40 Hz
Table 4.2 Bit Allocation for the Errored Magnitude Coder
4.3 Codebook Solution and Codebook Design
For quantisation of the SEW, REW/Error, and LSFs, in this work, vector 
quantisation is utilised. The codebook design method is based on the LBG 
algorithm wherein an input set of training data is used to determine the 
codebook vector such that the expected distortion is minimised. The LBG 
algorithm is used for designing vector quantisers with a general distortion 
measure on a long training sequence of data. There is no theoretical optimum 
for convergence properties of the codebook for both length of the training data 
and the number of iterations of the algorithm [51]. Thus, in this work, the sets 
of training data and the number of iterations of the training procedure are 
selected such that the aim of obtaining good codebooks can be achieved. The 
key to achieving suitable codebooks for quantisation of the SEW and REW is 
a codebook solution. This solution is thus discussed initially.
4.3.1 Codebook Solution
The SEW magnitude and SEW phase spectra can be derived from the DFT 
coefficients of the SEW as:
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SEWmag(k) = VSEW(k).SEW*(k) for k = 0,...,pm- l  (4.10)
SEWpha(k) = arctg(SEW(k)) for k = 0,...,/?m -  1. (4.11)
The tan(x) function is a periodic function of n. Its fundamental period is from 
- n /2  to n/2. The tanJ(y) or arctan(y) always returns values falling in the 
range from - n /2  to n/2. Thus, the modulo-2^ property does not prevent the 
inclusion of both the SEW phase spectrum and the SEW magnitude spectrum 
in each codebook vector.
The problem with SEW quantisation is that the PW length, and thus the SEW 
length vary with pitch from 20 to 147. For codebook training, a simple 
solution is used by choosing a standard length. Each training vector is zero- 
padded such that its length is equal to the standard length. As the DFT series 
of the prototype waveform is symmetrical and the maximum pitch value is 
147, the SEW codebook is designed so that each codebook vector has a chosen 
standard length of 148. This consists of two sections: the first section contains 
74 DFT coefficients for the SEW magnitude spectra and the second, 74 DFT 
coefficients for the SEW phase spectra. The SEW(k) is extracted from the 
DFT series of the normalised prototype waveform. To enhance the codebook 
performance, each extracted SEW(k) is aligned with a standard vector. This 
standard vector was simply chosen such that the first coefficient is unity and 
the remaining 147 coefficients are zero (vector length is 148). This alignment 
is aimed at guaranteeing an overall phase response match between the input 
vectors and the codebook vectors. This allows the training process to be 
performed in a meaningful manner. The time aligned SEW(k) is then 
decomposed into a series of magnitude spectra, SEWrrmg(k), and phase 
spectra, SEWpha(k). The first half of each series is zero-padded to a length of 
74 and represents half of the training vector. The process for preparing SEW 
training vectors for training the SEW codebook is summarised in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 The Process for Preparing for the SEW Training Vectors
Unlike SEW quantisation, the REW/Error is quantised only on the basis of 
magnitude spectra using a 5 bit codebook. The Error codebook vectors are 
thus fixed to a standard length of 74. Each codebook vector consists of only 
the magnitude coefficients.
4.3.2 Distortion Measures
The distortion caused by reproducing an input vector x by a reproduction 
vector x is given by the distortion measure d(x,x).  There are many distortion 
measures proposed in the literature. However, for reasons of mathematical 
convenience the most commonly used is the squared error distortion measure 
[51]. This measure is also employed in this work for quantisation of the SEW 
and the REW/Error:
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73
d(SEW ,SEW ) =  LU-SEWmag(k)-SEWmag(k)]2
k=0
+[SEWpha(k) -  SEWpha(k)]2}
for Error the formula is:
^ 73 ~
d(Error,Êrror) = ^ ,[ Error (k) -  Err or {k)]2 .
*=0
(4.12)
(4.13)
For quantisation of LSFs, a distortion measure with a weighting function is 
employed. The weighting function used in this thesis is similar to that 
suggested by Ramachandran, et al. [67].
p
d(LSF,LSF) =  Z,w (i)[LSF(i) -  L S F (i)f  (4.14)
/=1
where the weighting function is defined as:
w{i) =
1 1
LSF(i) -  LSF{i - 1) LSF(i +1) -  LSF(i)
(4.15)
The purpose of this weighting is to emphasise the formant frequencies and, 
therefore, provide better quantising performance than the unweighted squared 
Euclidean distortion [67].
4.3.3 Training Algorithm
The training algorithm for the SEW codebook, the Error codebook and the 
LSF codebooks presented here is an adaptation of that described in [51]. The 
sets of SEW, Error and LSF training data are derived from approximately one 
hour of speech taken from a TIMIT speech database, including a large number 
of speakers with different accents. Each training set contains 144,000 training 
vectors. According to Makhoul, et al. [52] these training sets are sufficiently 
wide to produce good codebooks.
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Initial codebooks are designed using the random entry technique described in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.4.1. The steps of the training algorithm are:
(0) Initialisation: Let M  be the length of the training sequence of data 
{x;.;y = 0 ,...,A f-1}, and L, the number of vectors in the required vector
quantiser. (For the 8 bit SEW codebook, L = 256; the 5 bit Error codebook, 
L = 32; the 10 bit LSF codebook, L = 1024).
Set the distortion threshold e > 0. As the value e = 0, the algorithm halts for a 
finite number of iterations (m = <*?). Here for all the codebooks, 8 is assigned to 
be 0.001. The chosen value e = 0.001 is an empirical method such that the 
number of iterations is around 15. Experiments in this work have shown that 
most codebooks (for SEW, Error and LSFs) converged in fewer than 15 
iterations.
Set the initial expected distortion D.i = oo. (Here the value D.i = 9*10" is 
considered as oo.)
Given an initial codebook y(0) = {y,,; i = 0,..., L - 1}.
The partition S{ is defined as x e S, i f  d(x, y , ) < d(x, y ; ) for all j .
Set the training step m = 0 and start training.
(1) Classification: Given y(m) = {y,;/ = 0 ,...,L -l} , find the minimum
distortion partition Sfm)  = {x*;£ = (ra)-l); z= 0 ,...,L -l of the
training sequence as: for each j  = 0,..., M - 1, compute ¿/(xy, y,), i = 0,..., L -1 . 
If d(xj ,yj )  < ¿/(x; ,y ;) for all /, x . € Sfm) and becomes x*. Then compute 
the overall expected distortion Dm:
Dm = -“ ] £ min^(x , ’ y)- (4.16)
M  j=o yG y(m) 2
(2) Checking fo r termination: if (Dm_x - D m)/Dm < e,  halt and the final 
quantiser is described by y(m). Otherwise continue to the next step.
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(3) Initial codebook updating:
y(m+1) = {x(£,.(m)), / = 0,...,L-1}. (4.17)
Here x(St) is the Euclidean centre of gravity and defined as:
M, (w)-l
(4.18)
where Mt(m) is defined as the number of training vectors in the cell Sfm).
If Mfm)  = 0, set x(Si (m)) = y., the old codeword. Replace m by m+1 and 
go to Step (1).
4.3.4 Codebook Performance
As in any vector quantisation, the codebook performance plays an important 
role. This section presents the performance assessment of the SEW, Error and 
LSF codebooks designed in this work; and the test results are also discussed.
4.3.4.1 LSF Codebook Performance
The performance of LSF codebooks can be evaluated using the spectral 
distortion (SD) measure [64]. This distortion measure is defined [80] as:
Let SDn be the spectral distortion for the frame nth, where SDn is defined as:
SDÌ = [l01og10( / i ( / ) M ( / ) ) ] V
* i
(4.19)
where Fs (in Hertz) is the sampling frequency of the speech, and Pn( f )  and 
Pn( f )  are the LPC power spectra of the n h frame. Pn( f )  and Pn(f )  are 
presented as:
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p . ( f )  = VI A„ e x p ( ;2 ^ /F j 2 (4.20)
P. ( / )  = 1/ K  e x p O ^ /F ,)  2 (4.21)
where ^ (z )  and A„(z) are the unquantised and quantised LPC polynomials 
respectively of the frame.
It is believed that quantisation of the LSFs is transparent if the following three 
requirements are satisfied [80]:
1. the average distortion is about 1 dB;
2. the number of outlier frames having spectral distortion above 2 dB is less 
than 2%; and
3. there are no outlier frames with spectral distortion greater than 4 dB.
For assessment of the LSF VQ, 200 seconds of speech (which was not 
included in the training set) was used for testing. The speech was analysed 
using a Hamming window of 20ms; thus there were 10000 LSF vectors for 
testing. For comparison, the SD was calculated for this 30 bits/frame LSF split 
VQ and also for the 34 bits/frame LSF scalar quantiser used in the US 1016 
Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s [28].
The results are given in Table 4.3. From Table 4.3, it can be seen that the 
average SD and the percentage of outliers with SD greater than 2 dB for the 30 
bit LSF split-VQ is less than that resulting from the 34 bit LSF SQ (used in the 
US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s). However, the percentage of outliers 
with SD greater than 4 dB of the 30 bit LSF split VQ is higher than that of the 
34 bit LSF SQ. Thus, it can be concluded that the performance of the 30 bit 
LSF split-VQ is equivalent to or better than the performance of the 34 bit LSF 
SQ.
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Avg. SD 
(dB)
Outlier (%) 
2-4 dB
Outlier (%) 
> 4  dB
30 bit LSF Split-VQ 1.2 4.8 0.04
34 bit LSF SQ (US FS1016) 1.4 11.0 0.01
Table 4.3 Spectral Distortion Performance o f the 30 bit LSF Split-VQ and the 34 bit LSF 
SQ (US 1016 Federal Standard)
4.3.4.2 SEW and Error Codebooks Performance
Since the aim of both the SEW and Error codebooks is to provide codebook 
vectors which best match the unquantised waveforms, the performance of 
these codebooks can be evaluated using the Average SNR measure (in dB). 
The average SNR expression for the evaluation of the SEW codebook across N  
frames is given below (the expression for the Error codebook is similar).
Av.SNR = 101og10<
*=0
(4.22)
where SEWn{k)and SEWn(k) are the unquantised and quantised SEW for the 
nth frame; and p„ is the pitch length (in samples) for the nth frame.
For assessment, a set of 14 TIMIT speech files was used. The Average SNR 
for the SEW codebook is 9.5 dB, and for the Error codebook, 7.7 dB. Figure 
4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the match between the unquantised SEWs and 
quantised SEWs; and between the unquantised Errors and the quantised 
Errors, respectively. These results indicate a reasonable match between the 
quantised and unquantised SEW {Error) vectors, however, the final 
assessment must be in terms of the overall quality of the coded speech. This is 
presented in the following chapters.
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Figure 4.3. An Example of the Matching Between Unquantised SEW Vectors (top) 
and Quantised SEW Vectors (bottom)
Figure 4.4 An Example of the Matching Between Unquantised E r r o r  Vectors (top) 
and Quantised E r r o r  Vectors (bottom)
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4.4 Experimental Results
This section presents the experimental results of the Unity Magnitude Coder 
and the Errored Magnitude Coder.
For a coder to be subjectively tested fully, both quality and intelligibility tests 
are required to be conducted under numerous conditions, such as quiet with a 
microphone, modem office, airplane, etc., which are chosen based on 
availability and relevance to the civilian and military services [23]. These tests 
were only performed for coders that were candidates for the US Government 
Standard, and were conducted by either the US Government or US Department 
of Defense [23,7,40]. In this work, due to the time limitations and certain 
conditions for the Masters degree, the MPW coders were tested using the 
Mean Opinion Score in the quiet condition with a microphone. First of all, it 
should be noted that the 30 bit split LSF VQ has a performance equivalent to 
that of the 34 bit LSF SQ of the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s. 
This ensures that the performance comparison between the MPW coders and 
the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s is reliable.
The MPW coders were tested using the MOS described in Chapter 2. Fourteen 
TIMIT standard speech files consisting of seven male and seven female 
speakers were used as references, and the tests were carried out using a large 
number of well-trained listeners. During the test, the MPW coders were 
compared with the CELP-4.8kb/s Coder (similar to the US 1016 Federal 
Standard). The results are presented in Table 4.4. These results are also shown 
in the bar charts of Figure 4.5.
From Table 4.4 and Figure 4.5 it can be seen that the MOS for the speech files 
coded by both MPW coders is close to the MOS for those coded by the CELP- 
4.8kb/s coder. The average MOS for the Unity Magnitude Coder, the Errored 
Magnitude Coder and the CELP-4.8kb/s Coder are 3.415, 3.433 and 3.536
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respectively. The MOS for both MPW coders is within 0.1 lower than the 
MOS for the CELP-4.8kb/s coder. The MOS for the Unity Magnitude Coder is 
0.02 lower than that for the Errored Magnitude Coder. Note that the tests 
conducted by the US Government in 1994 have shown that the MOS for the 
US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s in a quiet condition is 3.59 
[23,40,43]. These results indicated that the performance of both MPW coders 
was equivalent to that of the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s. In 
addition, the quantisation of the Error provided a small improvement in the 
quality of the coded speech.
Testing speech  
files
Unity-M ag.
Coder
Errored-Mag.
Coder
CELP-4.8kb/s
Coder
male 1 3.200 3.210 3 .410
m ale 2 3.320 3.400 3 .360
m ale 3 3.500 3.500 3 .570
m ale 4 3.48 3.490 3 .570
m ale 5 3.410 3.420 3 .520
m ale 6 3.100 3.150 3 .450
m ale 7 3 .510 3.520 3 .610
fem ale 1 3.410 3.420 3 .530
fem ale 2 3.450 3.450 3 .420
fem ale 3 3.500 3.520 3.650
fem ale 4 3.500 3.500 3 .590
fem ale 5 3.510 3.530 3.630
fem ale 6 3.470 3.500 3 .670
fem ale 7 3 .4500 3.460 3 .530
average results 3.415 3.433 3 .536
Table 4.4 The MOS Test Results of the Unity Mag. Coder and the Errored Mag. Coder 
Compared with the CELP-4.8kb/s Coder (US 1016 Federal Standard)
M
O
S 
M
O
S
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Male speakers
Unity-Mag. Coder H Errored-Mag. Coder t!CELP-4.8kbs Coder 1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Female speakers
Unity-Mag. Coder Errored-Mag. Coder H CELP-4.8kbs Coder
Figure 4.5 Bar Charts of the MOS Test Results for the Unity Mag. Coder and the 
Errored Mag. Coder Compared with the CELP-4.8kb/s Coder (US 1016 Federal 
Standard)
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4.5 Conclusion
This chapter has described two Open Loop Quantisation schemes for prototype 
waveforms. In these quantisation schemes, the PWs were extracted in both 
voiced and unvoiced speech, and decomposed into a SEW and REW. For each 
frame of 25ms, the SEW was formed as a ‘mean’ PW of the ten extracted 
PWs. The REW was regarded as the remainder of the PW. The quantisation 
requirements of the SEW and REW were examined in the Unity Magnitude 
Quantisation scheme and Errored Magnitude Quantisation scheme.
The Unity Magnitude Quantisation quantised the SEW using an 8 bit VQ on 
both magnitude and phase spectra; while the REW was not quantised. At the 
receiver, the REW phase spectra was derived from a Gaussian noise source, 
and the REW magnitude spectra was recovered by using SEW behaviours and 
using the unity approximation of the magnitude of normalised PWs.
As the degradation of the coded speech quality was insignificant when 
transmitting the gain term at the update rate of 80Hz rather than 120Hz, the 
Errored Magnitude Quantisation scheme was introduced. With the aim of 
making improvements to the Unity Magnitude Quantisation scheme, this 
scheme quantised the Error, which is the difference between the actual 
magnitude of the normalised PW and unity, using a 5 bit VQ with an update 
rate of 40Hz. At the receiver, the REW magnitude was derived from Error and 
unity.
For these quantisation schemes to be successful, codebooks for the SEW, 
REW/Error were designed using a simple solution. The SEW codebook is of 8 
bits and contains both SEW magnitude and phase spectra. The 5 bit Error 
codebook consists of the Error magnitude only. The tests have indicated a 
good match between the unquantised vector and the quantised vectors, 
however, the performance of the codebooks must be proved by the quality of
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the coded speech. The LSF codebooks were trained using a long sequence of 
data. The test results show that the performance of these codebooks is better 
than or equivalent to the 34 bits/frame LSF SQ (US 1016 Federal Standard 
CELP-4.8kb/s coder).
The MOS tests show that the performance of the Unity Magnitude Coder and 
Errored Magnitude Coder was close to that of the US 1016 Federal Standard 
CELP-4.8kb/s. The Errored Magnitude Quantisation aimed to improve the 
speech quality; its MOS was slightly higher than that for Unity Magnitude 
Quantisation.
The coded speech quality was mainly dependent on the SEW. At the rate of 
2.4kb/s it was effective to quantise the SEW using an 8 bit VQ on both the 
magnitude and phase spectra with an update rate of 40Hz. The REW, which 
determines the naturalness and the dynamics of the coded speech, can be 
effectively quantised at low bit rates by transmitting the error of the unity 
magnitude approximation.
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Chapter 5: Multi-Prototype Waveform
Analysis-by-Synthesis Coding
In the previous chapter, the MPW Open Loop Quantisation coding technique 
has been shown to be capable of producing good quality speech at bit rates as 
low as 2.4kb/s. The coded speech quality was close to that produced by the US 
1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s. This coding technique and other 
techniques such as those proposed in [40-44] are based on the SEW/REW 
decomposition paradigm, whereby the prototype waveform quantisation is 
performed by decomposing the PW into a SEW and REW. The SEW and 
REW were then quantised separately. There are certain differences between 
them; primarily in the definition and quantisation of the SEW/REW. However, 
both of them code the PWs based on a direct coding architecture which did not 
make full use of the available bit rate, thus it is necessary to code the PWs 
more efficiently. This can be achieved by using an analysis-by-synthesis 
architecture which offers improved prototype waveform quantisation 
performance. This chapter proposes a coding technique in an analysis-by­
synthesis architecture for prototype waveforms. Four Analysis-by-Synthesis 
based MPW coders operating at bit rates of 2.4kb/s, whereby the PW is 
presented either in the residual or in the speech domain, called the Unity
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Magnitude Residual Coder, Unity Magnitude Speech Coder, Errored 
Magnitude Residual Coder and Errored Magnitude Speech Coder, are 
examined and experimental results are presented.
5.1 M otivation for MPW  Analysis-by-Synthesis Coding
Before detailed discussion on the motivation for using the MPW Analysis-by­
Synthesis coding technique, it is worth considering a MPW coding system 
without quantisation (as shown in Figure 5.1).
Input Speech
Figure 5.1 Prototype Waveform Coding System Without Quantisation
This coder extracts 10 PWs each frame (i.e., at an update rate of 400Hz). The 
extracted PWs are DFT transformed and then time aligned to ensure that the 
current PW aligns with the previous PW. To obtain the whole residual, these 
PWs are continuously interpolated in the DFT domain. The residual signal is 
then filtered using a LP synthesis filter to produce coded speech. As can be 
seen (from Figure 5.2), in this case, the reconstructed speech is nearly
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identical to the original signal. An important feature o f the prototype 
waveform interpolation coding technique is that the speech is represented as a 
concatenation o f individual PWs. From this discussion, it is possible to draw 
the conclusion that if the extracted PWs were quantised and could be 
recovered perfectly then, as a result, the reconstructed speech would be 
perceptually identical to the input speech except for nonsynchronisation 
between them [34,40].
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Figure 5.2 Input Speech (top) and Output Speech (bottom) of the MPW Coder in Figure 5.1
CELP techniques can provide good quality speech at the rate of 4.8kb/s. The 
advantage o f CELP is that the excitation signal is chosen from the codebook 
based on the synthesised speech it produces. The CELP coding algorithm can 
be regarded as choosing an excitation codebook vector which when filtered by 
the cascaded LTP/LPC filters, best matches the input speech segment. The 
theory o f this chapter is that in a similar manner to CELP, MPW coders could 
provide better quality synthesised speech, if designed using analysis-by­
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synthesis architecture. The basic feature of prototype waveform coding is that 
it processes speech via individual PWs. This feature is also an advantage. It 
has already been shown that unquantised prototype waveforms can produce 
high quality speech. Analysis-by-synthesis on the prototype waveform should 
also produce high quality speech. Therefore, an MPW A-by-S coder should 
include this feature. The basic coding algorithm of the proposed MPW 
analysis-by-synthesis coding technique in this work can be regarded as 
choosing a SEW codebook vector which, when added with the reconstructed 
REWs, best matches the extracted PWs each frame. Details of the technique 
are discussed in the following sections.
5.2 A-by-S Unity Magnitude Residual Quantisation
This prototype waveform quantisation scheme has an analysis-by-synthesis 
architecture and is based entirely on the assumption that the normalised PW 
magnitude is unity. The REW magnitude is the remainder of the SEW 
magnitude and unity. Being a random noise, the REW phase is not quantised; 
and thus it is derived from a Gaussian noise at the decoder. The difference 
between the MPW Open Loop Quantisation technique discussed in Chapter 4 
and this technique is that the PW is not decomposed but is considered as a 
combination of the SEW and REW.
5.2.1 Unity Magnitude Residual Coder
Basically, the architectures of the MPW Analysis-by-Synthesis coders are 
similar to MPW Open Loop coders. The difference between them is the SEW 
codebook searching algorithms. This section presents a brief description of a 
MPW A-by-S coder: the Unity Magnitude Residual Coder.
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Encoder
The architecture o f the Unity Magnitude Residual Encoder is given in Figure 
5.3. For each 25 ms frame, the 10th order LPC coefficient estimation and LSF 
quantisation are performed in the same manner as that described in Section 
3.1.2. The pitch is estimated using the technique described in Section 3.2.
Input Speech
Figure 5.3 Unity Magnitude Residual Encoder Architecture
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The PW is extracted from the residual signal at the rate of 400Hz using the 
technique discussed in Section 3.3. For quantisation, the PW is DFT 
transformed and time aligned. The extracted PWs are quantised using a 
gain/shape VQ. The gain terms are extracted and quantised using a logarithmic 
5 bit SQ with an update rate of 120Hz. The PWs are normalised and then 
quantised. For quantisation, rather than being decomposed into a SEW and a 
REW, the PW is regarded as a combination of them. The unity magnitude 
approximation allows the REW to be recovered according to the SEW 
behaviours at the decoder. The 8 bit SEW codebook is searched on the basis of 
best matching between the extracted PWs and the candidate PWs constructed 
from the SEW codebook vector. (Details of the SEW codebook search will be 
discussed in the following section.)
Decoder
The block diagram of the Unity Magnitude Residual Decoder is shown in 
Figure 5.4. It can be viewed as a part of the Unity Magnitude Residual 
Encoder. Once the SEW is decoded, it is upsampled from 40Hz to 400Hz. Ten 
REW magnitudes are reconstructed from these ten SEW magnitudes and unity 
using Equation (4.5). The REW spectral phase is derived from a Gaussian 
noise source. The sum of the SEW and REW constructs the normalised PW. 
The ten complete PWs are obtained by multiplying the normalised PWs with 
the associated decoded gain terms.
The ten PWs are then time aligned. To obtain the complete residual signal, 
these PWs are continuously interpolated in the DFT domain in the same 
manner as that described in Section 3.5. The residual signal is then filtered by 
using the LP synthesis filter to produce the speech signal. For perceptual 
speech quality enhancement, a postfilter [75-77] is used in cascade with the LP 
synthesis filter.
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Figure 5.4 A-S Unity Magnitude Residual MPW Decoder Architecture
The bit allocation for this coder is shown in Table 5.1. The total number of 
bits is 60 bits per 25ms frame. With this bit allocation plan, the total bit rate is 
2.4kb/s.
Parameter Number of bits Update rate
LSF 30 40 Hz
pitch 7 40 Hz
gain 5 120 Hz
SEW 8 40 Hz
Table 5.1 Bit Allocation for the Unity Magnitude Residual Coder
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5.2.2 Codebook Search
In CELP, the excitation vector is chosen from the fixed codebook based on the 
best possible match between the synthesised and input speech. Similarly for 
this coder, in the residual domain, the SEW codebook searching algorithm is 
regarded as choosing a SEW which, when upsampled to 400Hz and added to 
the REW, can best match the incoming residual PWs extracted at a rate of 
400Hz.
As the PW can be decomposed into a SEW and a REW, the sum of the SEW 
and REW must be the PW. In this technique, the REW magnitude is derived 
from the SEW magnitude based on the unity magnitude assumption, and the 
REW phase is taken from a Gaussian noise source. Although information 
about the REW phase is not transmitted, the use of the REW phase is not only 
for making the complete candidate PW but also for the codebook search to be 
more effective. The reason for this is explained in the following section.
5.2.2.1 Role of the REW Phase Spectra
The role of the REW phase spectra in the SEW codebook search is illustrated 
in Figure 5.5, which shows: an input signal (A), a codebook vector (B), a 
random noise (C), and the codebook vector added with the random noise (D). 
The waveform of the signals is randomly assumed as shown in the figure. The 
input signal is a sinusoidal waveform, and the codebook vector is effectively a 
quantised sinusoidal signal. It can be seen that the waveform of the codebook 
vector after random noise was added looks smoother and closer to the 
waveform of the input signal. Clearly, it can be seen that the use of random 
noise smooths the codebook vector such that it better matches the input signal.
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Figure 5.5 Input Signal (A), Codebook Vector (B), Random Noise (C), 
Codebook Vector With Random Noise (D)
To prove the above, let us consider Figure 5.6, which shows an example of a 
residual PW extracted from a segment of voiced speech spoken by a male 
speaker and its associated signals: the candidate PW, the chosen SEW 
codebook vector, and the REW. The REW magnitude is constructed according 
to the SEW magnitude, and the REW phase is Gaussian noise. As expected, it 
is clear that the candidate PW (the SEW codebook vector after the REW 
added) is better matched to the extracted PW than the SEW alone. As shown 
in Figure 5.7 this discussion is also valid for the case of unvoiced speech 
segments.
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Time (ms)
Figure 5.6 From the Top to the Bottom: Extracted PW, Candidate PW, SEW 
Codebook Vector, and REW for a Voiced Speech Segment
T im e (ms)
Figure 5.7 From the Top to the Bottom: Extracted PW, Candidate PW, SEW 
Codebook Vector, and REW for a Unvoiced Speech Segment
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Furthermore, the use of Gaussian noise as a REW phase in the SEW codebook 
search is necessary, as without Gaussian noise the candidate PW cannot be 
completed. To evaluate the role played by Gaussian noise, it is worth 
considering a special case wherein the REW spectral phase is kept identical to 
the SEW phase spectra:
REW phaJk) = SEWpham(k) for k = 0,..., pm - 1. (5.1)
The REW magnitude spectra is constructed as:
REWmagJk) = 1.0- SEWmagJk) for k = 0 - 1 .  (5.2)
Thus, the constructed PW would be formed as:
X m(k) = REWm(k) + SEWm(k) fo rk  = 0,...,pm- l .  (5.3)
The real value and the imaginary value of the candidate PW would be:
R e[Z m(/:)] = REWrnagm(k)cos(REWpham(k))
+ SEWrnagm(k)cos(SEWpham(k) *
Im [Xm(k)] = REWrnagm(k)sm(REWpham(k))
+ SEWmagm{k) sin (SEWpham(k) ^
for k = 0,...pm - 1; m = l,...,1 0 .
According to Equations (5.2) and (5.3), Equations (5.4) and (5.5) can be 
rewritten as:
Re[Xm(&)] = [l -  SEWmagm(k) + SEWmagm(k)]cos(SEWpham(k)) (5.6a)
Im[X„(jt)] = [\-SEWmagJk) + SEWmagm(k)]sm(SEWphaJk)). (5.6b)
The candidate PWs would be formed as follows:
X J k )  = cos [SEWphaJk)] + jsm[SEWphaJk)]. (5.7)
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Clearly from Equation (5.7), the candidate PW is now only dependent on the 
SEW phase spectra which is chosen from the SEW codebook. In this case the 
speech is purely voiced and has no unvoiced component. The choice of an 
identical REW phase spectra to the SEW phase spectra is a violation of the 
fact that the REW phase spectra is random. Hence, this leads to incorrect 
construction of the candidate PWs. From this, it is possible to conclude that 
although the REW phase spectra is a Gaussian noise, it cannot be ignored in 
the construction of candidate PWs for the SEW codebook search.
5.2 2 .2  Codebook Search
The codebook search algorithm can be described as minimising the total mean 
squared error between the extracted PWs and the candidate PWs constructed 
from the SEW codebook vector. For codebook searching, the extracted PWs 
are aligned with the standard vector (see Section 4.3.1). Since there are ten 
PWs in each frame, the total mean squared error can be regarded as the total of 
the ten mean squared errors between ten extracted PWs and ten candidate 
PWs. The formula for this is as follows:
where c is the SEW codebook index, t f c) and p}c)m are the total and the 
individual mean squared error respectively. Generally, E?c)m can be calculated 
by the formula:
where PWm(k) and X m(k) are the incoming PW and the candidate PW 
respectively in the DFT domain; G{f } is the code gain term and f(k) is a
1 10
c  = 0,...,255
iO m=\
(5.8)
P m  k —0
for m = 1,...,10 (5.9)
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weighting function which depends on PWm(k). In Equation (5.9), the 112 term 
is the norm of the expression such that this equation can be rewritten as:
Eic) = f ’i , f m P W m( k ) - G (y x „
P m  k = 0
(*)] [Pwm(k )-G {mc)x mm (5.10)
where []* is the conjugate of [].
The weighting function is used to improve quantisation performance. 
However, for simplification, in this work the weighting function f(k) is not 
used (or assumed as unity). Thus, the expression for t f c) can be written as:
1 10 I i Pp-1
k=0
pwm(k)-&yxjk)
10m=, Ip.
(5.11)
The aim of the quantisation process is to find the minimum of EM; thus the 
gain term G(mc) generally could be found by setting the derivative 
9E(c) I d = 0 in Equation (5.11) such that:
2,R e[/>W C «X „«]
G(mc> = — —— x---------------- for m -  1....10 (5.12)
k=0
and the minimum of E ic) becomes the maximisation of the expression:
£*<:> = _ L y _ L  
io ± i Pm
P̂r~} Y
X R  e[PVC(k)Xm(k)]
\k=0______________ )_ ,
Pin ~  ̂  ^
l \ * M
(5.13)
This maximisation is searched across the codebook. However, these formulas 
are complicated and should not be used. In this work, it is worth utilising the 
feature of the MPW coders. It should be noted that the SEW codebook is
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trained by a set of the SEW training data which were derived from the 
normalised PWs. For each SEW codebook vector, ten PWs are constructed 
based on the assumption that the magnitude spectra of a normalised PW is flat 
and equal to unity. Thus, independently from the codebook vector, the code 
gain term can be calculated from the extracted PW using the expression:
Gm= —  f J[PWm(k)PW;(k)\ form = (5.14)
Pm *=0
and the expression for the individual mean squared error is:
Pm k=0
’(c) PWm( k ) - G X ( k ) (5.15)
The quantisation process is to search across the SEW codebook such that E{c) 
calculated from the following equation is minimised:
1 10
£ w = — S  1 0 $
- PlL\PWm( k ) - G „ X m(k)\-
- Pm k—0
(5.16)
As the SEW codebook search is not dependent on prototype waveform 
decomposition, the codebook vector can be either defined as the mean PW of 
the extracted PWs in each frame or defined as that obtained by means of low- 
pass filtering the extracted PWs.
5.3 A-by-S Unity Magnitude Speech Quantisation
This section describes a MPW analysis-by-synthesis quantisation scheme, 
which is similar to the scheme described in Section 5.2. However, the 
difference between them is the SEW codebook searching algorithm. Thus the 
encoder is different from the Unity Magnitude Residual Encoder, while the 
decoder is the same as the Unity Magnitude Residual Decoder. The SEW
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codebook search is based on the best matching of the extracted PW and the 
candidate PW in the speech domain rather than in the residual domain (used in 
the A-by-S Unity Magnitude Residual Quantisation Scheme). Such a prototype 
waveform quantisation scheme is more complex. In the speech domain, 
however, a weighting filter can be employed to exploit the masking behaviour 
of human hearing during the SEW codebook search. The role of the weighting 
filter is to redistribute the speech power away from the formants, such that the 
high energy bands are de-emphasised and the low energy bands are 
emphasised [81]. Thus, the quantisation performance could be more effective.
This section examines the use of a weighting filter in the MPW analysis-by­
synthesis coding. The architecture of the Unity Magnitude Speech Encoder is 
similar to the architecture of the Unity Magnitude Residual Encoder, however, 
it has two DFT weighted synthesis filters for synthesising the residual PWs. 
The bit allocation for this coder is the same as that of the Unity Magnitude 
Residual Coder given in Table 5.1.
5.3.1 Weighting Synthesis Filter
A weighting synthesis filter, generally,
1
a ( z / y )
- l a (Or'z
is an HR filter and is defined as: 
0 < y < 1 (5.17)
i= 1
where A(z) is the standard LPC analysis filter (FIR filter) and parameter y  is 
for controlling the energy in the formants and normally given a value of 0.8 or 
0.9. Further details about this can be found in [59]. Since this filter is IIR, even 
if the input sequence is identically zero, the filter would produce a non-zero 
output sequence (given a non-zero initial condition). For the codebook search, 
this ‘zero response’ is necessarily removed before the searching process.
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Rather than a convolution in the time domain, the filtering of the PW in the 
DFT domain, simply, is a vector multiplication of the DFT coefficients of the 
PW and the DFT of the impulse response of the LP synthesis filter. One 
mechanism for this perceptually weighted filtering is to use the DFT of the 
truncated HR LP synthesis Filter such that:
PWj,s\ k )  = Hn m (k)PWm(k) fork = l....pm-l  (5.18)
where PW^S)(k) denotes the DFT of the prototype waveform in the speech 
domain. However, this truncation would lead to distortion and attenuation. 
Another mechanism is to implement a weighting LP synthesis filter via a FIR 
filter in the DFT domain. Such a mechanism can avoid the distortions caused 
by truncation.
The DFT of the impulse response of an HR filter, Hy(IIR) (k ) is related to the 
impulse response hy{IIR) (n) as:
An-l
Hy(IIR)(k) — S a ™  (n)exp(-j2mk/ pm) fork  = 0 , - 1 .  (5.19)
0
Let the DFT of a weighting FIR filter impulse response be Hy{FIR)(k). As the 
relationship between Hy(IIR)(k) and Hy(FIR)(k) is: Hy{IIR)(k)=— the
y (FIR)
expression for weighted filtering of the DFT coefficients of the residual 
prototype waveform, PWm(k), can be written as:
PW^S)(k) =
PWm(k)
Hy(FIR) (^)
(5.20)
Multiply both the numerator and the denominator of the right hand side in 
Equation (5.20) by the conjugate of Hy{FIR) (k):
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PW<S)(k) =
H y ( F i R )  ( k ) P W m ( k )  
H y ( F I R )  ( k ) H y  (FIR) ( ^ )
(5.21)
This equation is the basis for perceptually weighted filtering of the residual 
PW in the DFT domain whereby the distortions due to the impulse response 
truncation can be avoided.
5.3.2 Codebook Search
The SEW codebook searching procedure in the speech domain is similar to 
that in the residual domain, however, before calculating the mean squared 
error, both the extracted residual PWs and the candidate PWs are passed 
through the weighting synthesis filters to obtain the speech PWs. Thus, the 
term PW^S){k) is now used instead of the term PWm(k) in the total mean 
squared error (Equation (5.16)).
5.4 A-by-S Errored Magnitude Residual Quantisation
In the previous sections, the analysis-by-synthesis quantisations of the 
prototype waveforms have been represented either in the residual or in the 
speech domain. The quantisation technique is based on unity approximation of 
the normalised PW magnitude spectra. In this technique, only information 
about the SEW is transmitted, while the REW magnitude spectra is based on 
the SEW behaviours and unity. In a similar way to that discussed in Chapter 4, 
this section looks at exploiting the five redundant bits in transmitting the gain 
term to quantise the information of the REW magnitude (the Error) in an 
analysis-by-synthesis prototype waveform quantisation. The Error codebook 
used here is similar to that employed in Chapter 4.
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5.4.1 Errored Magnitude Residual Coder
Quantisation of the Error can be used for MPW A-by-S coder operating either 
in the residual domain or in the speech domain. In this section it is used for the 
residual domain. The architecture of the Errored Magnitude Residual Encoder 
is similar to that of the Unity Magnitude Residual Encoder shown in Figure
5.3. However, the construction of the REW is not only based on the chosen 
SEW codebook vector and the Gaussian noise source, but also the Error 
chosen from a 5 bit Error codebook. The REW magnitude is calculated using 
Equation (4.9), the REW phase is derived from Gaussian noise.
The architecture of the Errored Magnitude Residual Decoder is regarded as a 
part of the Errored Magnitude Residual Encoder. It is similar to that in Figure
5.4, however, the difference here is the use of the Error codebook for 
construction of the REW.
5.4.2 Codebook Search
The Error codebook searching algorithm is performed by best matching the 
Error codeword with the ten Errors taken from the extracted PWs in each 
frame. The mean squared error for the codebook search can be regarded as the 
total mean squared errors. The Error quantisation process is to search across 
the Error codebook such that the total mean squared error E iq) calculated from 
the following equation is minimised:
where Error(k) is the Error codebook vector and PWmagm(k) is the magnitude 
spectra of the mth extracted, normalised PW.
(5.22)
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Having the Error(k), the REW magnitude spectra can be constructed using 
Equation (4.9). The REW phase spectra is derived from a Gaussian noise 
source. The candidate PWs will be built from the chosen SEW and these 
REWs. The next step is to search the SEW codebook. The codebook search 
procedure is to find a SEW such that the candidate PWs best match the 
extracted PWs. This step is the same as that described in Section 5.2.2.
The bit allocation for the coder is shown in Table 5.2. The total number of bits 
is 60 bits per 25ms frame, and the total rate is 2.4kb/s.
Parameter Number of bits Update rate
LSF 30 40 Hz
pitch 7 40 Hz
gain 5 80 Hz
SEW 8 40 Hz
Error 5 40 Hz
Table 5.2 Bit Allocation for the Errored Magnitude Residual Coder
5.5 A-by-S Errored Magnitude Speech Quantisation
This quantisation scheme is a combination of the Unity Magnitude Speech 
Quantisation and the Errored Magnitude Residual Quantisation wherein the 
Error quantisation is utilised. Thus, this section investigates the use of a 
weighting synthesis filter and the quantisation of information regarding the 
error of the unity magnitude approximation in the MPW analysis-by-synthesis 
quantisation to improve overall perceptual quality. It is possible to use the 
perceptual weighting in both the SEW codebook search and the Error 
codebook search, however, this would be much more complex. In this
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quantisation scheme, the weighting synthesis filter is thus used only for the 
SEW codebook search. Before searching the SEW codebook, the residual PWs 
and the extracted PWs are passed through a DFT domain weighting synthesis 
filter to obtain the speech PWs (as described in Section 5.3.1). The Error 
codebook search is the same as that discussed in Section 5.4.2.
The architecture of the Errored Magnitude Speech Encoder is a combination of 
the Errored Magnitude Residual Encoder and the Unity Magnitude Speech 
Encoder. The architecture of the Errored Magnitude Speech Decoder is the 
same as that of the Errored Magnitude Residual decoder. Compared to the 
three previous schemes, this quantisation scheme has the drawback of higher 
complexity. The bit allocation for this scheme is the same as that of the 
Errored Magnitude Residual Quantisation scheme and is given in Table 5.2.
5.6 Experimental Results
The four MPW A-by-S coders were tested using the MOS criterion. Fourteen 
TIMIT speech files consisting of seven male and seven female speakers, which 
were presented in Chapter 4, were used for these tests. The listeners were 
required to listen and rank the speech test files on the MOS standard table. 
These tests included the US 1016 Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s as a 
reference.
The results are presented in Table 5.3 and shown as bar charts in Figure 5.8. 
From the table and the bar charts, it can be seen that on 14 reference speech 
files, the MOS for the MPW A-by-S coders are close to those for the US 1016 
Federal Standard CELP-4.8kb/s. The average MOS for the Unity Magnitude 
Residual Coder, Unity Magnitude Speech Coder, Errored Magnitude Residual 
Coder, Errored Magnitude Speech Coder, and the US 1016 Federal Standard 
CELP-4.8kb/s coder are: 3.501, 3.550, 3.520, 3.556, and 3.536 respectively.
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The overall MOS for the four MPW A-by-S coders are equivalent to that for 
the CELP-4.8kb/s; and is within 0.1 higher than that for the MPW Open Loop 
coders discussed in Chapter 4. These results show that the prototype waveform 
coding technique using analysis-by-synthesis architecture can provide a 
perceptual quality improvement over that using open loop architecture.
Testing speech 
files
Unity-Mag 
Re. Coder
Unity-Mag 
Sp. Coder
Err.-Mag 
Re. Coder
Err.-Mag 
Sp. Coder
CELP
4.8kb/s
male 1 3.400 3.448 3.450 3.45 3.410
male 2 3.350 3.377 3.350 3.377 3.360
male 3 3.550 3.580 3.560 3.580 3.570
male 4 3.540 3.575 3.550 3.580 3.570
male 5 3.510 3.560 3.520 3.570 3.520
male 6 3.430 3.450 3.450 3.460 3.450
male 7 3.560 3.533 3.540 3.550 3.610
female 1 3.500 3.520 3.500 3.520 3.530
female 2 3.450 3.480 3.450 3.500 3.420
female 3 3.550 3.680 3.580 3.680 3.650
female 4 3.540 3.600 3.610 3.600 3.590
female 5 3.570 3.643 3.600 3.650 3.630
female 6 3.570 3.680 3.590 3.680 3.670
female 7 3.500 3.575 3.530 3.580 3.530
average results 3.501 3.550 3.520 3.556 3.536
Table 5.3 MOS Results o f the MPW A-by-S Coders Compared with the CELP-4.8kb/s 
Coder (US 1016 Federal Standard)
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Male speakers
H Unity-Mag Re. Coder Ü Unity-Mag Sp. Coder Ü Err.-ALg Re. Coder
^  Err.-Mbg Sp. Coder W CELP 4.8kb/s
3.8 n
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Female speakers
Ü Unity-ALg Re. Coder 1  Unity-Mag Sp. Coder M Err.-Mag Re. Coder
Ü Err.-IvUg Sp. Coder 1  CELP 4.8kb/s
Figure 5.8 Bar Charts of the MOS Test Results of the MPW A-by-S Coders Compared 
with the CELP-4.8kb/s Coder (US 1016 Federal Standard)
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In most cases, the listeners preferred the smoother, clearer speech coded by the 
MPW A-by-S coders to the speech coded by the MPW open loop coders. 
Amongst the MPW A-by-S coders, the MOS for the Unity Magnitude Residual 
Coder was 0.05 less than that for the Unity Magnitude Speech Coder, and 0.02 
less than that for the Errored Magnitude Residual Coder. The MOS for the 
Errored Magnitude Speech Coder was equivalent to that for the Unity 
Magnitude Speech Coder. These results indicated that the use of perceptual 
weighting in the SEW codebook search made certain improvements to overall 
perceptual quality.
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter has described the analysis-by-synthesis quantisation technique for 
prototype waveform. Based on this, four MPW analysis-by-synthesis coders 
were developed, which exploited either the perceptual weighting or the use of 
redundant bits in transmission of the gain term for transmitting information 
regarding the error in the unity magnitude approximation.
For the SEW codebook search to be more effective, the perceptual coding was 
utilised whereby the candidate PWs and the extracted PWs were passed 
through a perceptually weighted filter to obtain speech PWs before the 
calculation of the mean squared error. This was investigated in the Unity 
Magnitude Speech Coder. The quantisation of the difference between the 
actual magnitude of the normalised PW and unity was investigated in the 
Errored Magnitude Residual Coder; while the Errored Magnitude Speech 
Coder is a combination of the two above coders. The MOS results show that 
analysis-by-synthesis quantisation provides certain speech quality 
improvements over open loop quantisation; and the use of perceptual 
weighting in the SEW codebook search proved a good method for speech 
quality enhancement.
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Further, the analysis-by-synthesis quantisation technique has shown important
advantages over the open loop quantisation technique, in particular:
• Rather than matching the SEW codebook vector and the extracted SEW, 
the quantisation procedure chooses the SEW codebook vector on the basis 
of best matching the extracted PWs and the PWs, which it would produce. 
Thus, the quantisation performance and the speech quality is improved 
over open loop quantisation.
• The coding technique can be incorporated with a perceptual weighted filter 
to enhance the overall perceptual quality of the coded speech.
• The MPW analysis-by-synthesis coders are independent from the definition 
of the SEW, thus it is possible to exploit different sorts of SEW such as the 
SEW extracted by a low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 20Hz [42], 
or the SEW calculated as an average PW [41].
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Further Work
This thesis has considered quantisation mechanisms in the Multi-Prototype 
Waveform coding for speech coding at bit rates as low as 2.4kb/s for 
telecommunications and digital mobile radio satellite communication systems. 
Based on the proposed coding algorithms, performance of the MPW coders is 
equivalent to the US 1016 CELP-4.8kb/s Federal Standard. The coded speech 
sounds more natural than that coded by the CELP-4.8kb/s coder. This chapter 
reviews the coding techniques and suggests possible further work arising from 
this thesis.
6.1 Open Loop Quantisation
The Open Loop Quantisation technique was proposed for coding speech at bit 
rates of 2.4kb/s. The technique was based on exploiting the periodic property 
of speech whereby it extracted prototype waveforms (PWs) and interpolated 
between them. For coding at low bit rates, the PWs were required to be 
decomposed into different components, which can be quantised separately 
according to their characteristics. This technique, inherently, used the 
SEW/REW paradigm for decomposition of the PWs. The SEW is a slowly
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evolving component, it dominates during voiced speech. The REW is a rapidly 
evolving component, it dominates during unvoiced speech. At bit rates as low 
as 2.4kb/s, it has been found that the quantisation of the SEW using an 8 bit 
SEW codebook for both SEW magnitude and SEW phase spectra was 
optimum. However, at higher bit rates it is preferable to design separate 
codebooks for them. Because of random noise characteristics, the REW phase 
spectra was not quantised and thus recovered by using Gaussian noise. 
Nevertheless, the REW magnitude spectra was quantised by either the Unity 
Magnitude Quantisation scheme or the Errored Magnitude Quantisation 
scheme. In the former, the REW magnitude was not quantised, but recovered 
on the assumption that the magnitude of the normalised PW is flat and equal to 
unity. With an aim of improving overall perceptual speech quality, the latter 
quantised the difference between the actual magnitude of the normalised PW 
and unity (named as Error)', thus the REW magnitude was recovered using 
such information, unity and SEW magnitude.
Two 2.4kb/s MPW coders were developed using the Open Loop Quantisation 
technique. The MOS test results show that the coded speech was close to that 
generated by the CELP-4.8kb/s coder (developed similarly to US 1016 Federal 
Standard). The coded speech quality was mainly dependent on the SEW, while 
its naturalness was determined by the REW. To achieve coded natural speech 
it was necessary to control the contribution of the REW to the whole PW. The 
design of the Errored Magnitude Quantisation scheme aimed at gaining overall 
perceptual quality, however, the MOS results show that the coded speech was 
only slightly improved over that coded using the Unity Magnitude 
Quantisation scheme.
The SEW codebook search made a significant contribution to the perceptual 
speech quality due to the fact that the voicing of speech is determined by the 
SEW. In the open loop quantisation, it was performed by a direct search. For
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more effective searching, it is possible to use an analysis-by-synthesis 
architecture. Chapter 5 considered this new coding structure based on these 
conclusions.
6.2 Codebook Solution
One of the keys to achieving high quality speech in this work was the 
codebook solution for the SEW and the REW/Error. The variation of the PW 
length, and therefore the REW/SEW length, was a problem in designing the 
codebooks. In the case of the SEW codebook, this problem was solved simply 
by zero harmonic padding to the training vectors such that the length of each 
training vector is equal to a chosen standard length of 148. Each codebook 
vector had two sections: the first section, 74 SEW magnitude coefficients and 
the second, 74 SEW phase coefficients. In this work, the codebook size of 256 
vectors (8 bits) containing 40 vectors for SEW of unvoiced speech and 216 
vectors for SEW of voiced speech was found to be an optimal solution for 
coding at bit rates of 2.4kb/s. Unlike the SEW codebook, the codebook for the 
Error contains the magnitude only. Each codebook vector is 74 magnitude 
coefficients.
6.3 Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation
Chapter 5 introduced an Analysis-by-Synthesis architecture for prototype 
waveform quantisation in MPW coding. In this quantisation technique, the 
SEW codebook was searched on the basis of matching the extracted PW with 
the candidate PW constructed from the SEW codebook vector. The PW was 
not decomposed into two components: a SEW and a REW as in Open Loop 
Quantisation. Rather than matching the SEW, the SEW codebook search was
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based on matching the PWs, the perceptual quality was thus significantly 
improved over the Open Loop Quantisation.
Based on the analysis-by-synthesis quantisation architecture, four MPW 
coders were developed. The Unity Magnitude Residual Coder operated in the 
residual domain using the assumption that the magnitude of the normalised 
PW is unity. The Unity Magnitude Speech Coder also used that assumption, 
however, it represented the PW in the speech domain and used a weighting 
synthesis filter for perceptually enhanced coding. The Errored Magnitude 
Residual Coder quantised the information regarding Error {Error) in the unity 
approximation as information of the REW magnitude. Similar to this coder, 
the Errored Magnitude Speech Coder transmitted the Error information, 
however, rather than operating in the residual domain it worked in the speech 
domain, and utilised the perceptual coding.
The MOS tests show that the Analysis-by-Synthesis Based MPW Coders 
provide a significant improvement to the perceptual quality of speech over the 
Open Loop Based MPW Coders. Amongst them, the Unity Magnitude Speech 
Coder produced better quality speech than that generated by the Unity 
Magnitude Residual Coder. While the Errored Magnitude Residual Coder 
produced coded speech with an insignificant improvement over that by the 
Unity Magnitude Residual Coder. The quality of the speech generated by the 
Errored Magnitude Speech Coder was shown to be close to that produced by 
the Unity Magnitude Speech Coder.
Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation has certain advantages over Open Loop 
Quantisation. Firstly, the PW decomposition complexity is avoided. Secondly, 
the MPW analysis-by-synthesis coders are independent from the definition of 
the SEW, thus, various codebooks of SEW can be used. For coding at higher 
bit rates it is convenient for transmitting the SEW at higher update rates, rather 
than 40Hz in the 2.4kb/s coders. Finally, for the SEW codebook search, the
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incoming PW and the candidate PW can be represented either in the residual 
domain or in the speech domain. A weighting synthesis filter, thus, can be 
used to improve the quantisation performance.
From these investigations the conclusions drawn are that the MPW Analysis- 
by-Synthesis Coding is a promising method because of its perceptual speech 
quality improvement and also its advantages over the MPW Open Loop 
Coding techniques. The use of perceptual coding in the Analysis-by-Synthesis 
Based MPW Coders proved a novel method in obtaining further quality 
improvement.
6.4 Summary
In summary, the motivation for the work described in this thesis came from the 
current demand for high quality speech coding at low bit rates for 
telecommunication and digital mobile telephone networks. This thesis has 
proposed two quantisation techniques for Prototype Waveforms: the MPW 
Open Loop Quantisation and the MPW Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation. 
Both of the techniques were performed in the DFT domain. For these 
quantisations to be successful, the codebook solutions for the SEW/REW were 
described. The Open Loop Quantisation decomposed the PW into two distinct 
components, SEW/REW, and separately quantised them according to their 
characteristics. The Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation did not decompose the 
PW. The quantisation algorithm searched the SEW codebook by matching 
either the residual PWs or the speech PWs. Thus, it allowed the MPW coders 
to be incorporated with a perceptually weighted synthesis filter for further 
speech quality enhancements. Because of these advantages, the MPW 
Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation could be considered as a promising and 
realistic quantisation technique for prototype waveforms.
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Areas for further work would be the real-time implementation of the 2.4kb/s 
Analysis-by-Synthesis Based MPW coder. For real-time implementation, it is 
essential to reduce the complexity of the algorithm. Research on MPW 
Analysis-by-Synthesis Quantisation for higher bit rates is also an attractive 
area. At higher bit rates, it is possible to increase the update rate of the SEW 
and REW quantisation, therefore, coded speech quality could be improved. At 
low bit rates it is believed that the use of improved bit allocation schemes 
could lead to improvements in Multi-Prototype Waveform coding. In addition, 
the application of sub-band coding in Multi-Prototype Waveform coding is 
another realistic area for future work.
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